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Two Year Review: 
 
[A retrospective of how 2017 went for me as a result of blogging on mindlevelup.  
Broken up into six sections: 

1. Learning more about rationality. 
2. My own take at creating rationality. 
3. Doing more concrete actions this year. 
4. Interesting areas to look into for next year. 
5. Some fun stuff about 2016 vs 2017 blog stats. 
6. Moving into next year.] 

 
It’s now been two years since I’ve started blogging (largely) weekly here on MLU. Like last 
year’s one year retrospective, this essay will chart out how things changed for me in 2017: 
 
1] Diving Deep Into Rationality: 
Early on, in February, I volunteered at a CFAR workshop and I got formally acquainted with the 
material for the first time. (I’d previously seen a lot of the stuff in a more casual form as a 
participant of ESPR 2016.) The experience led to a 5-part series on rationality and a review of 
the workshop itself.  
 
One general principle I endorse is “act the way you wish other people would act, if they were 
in your position”. Written out like that, I know it just looks a lot like the Golden Rule. For 
rationality, though, I felt like there were a lot of things that people (like me) would have 
wanted, that didn’t yet exist. And one of those things was a demystification of what happened 
at CFAR workshops. 
 
My CFAR series is far from comprehensive, but I’m happy to know there’s now some more 
additional material for curious onlookers, like the sort of person I once was. This sort of 
attitude also ended up being a big contributor towards pushing me to write the instrumental 
rationality series. 
 
So, for a time, I was at the forefront of people probing ideas about rationality. I think that one 
of the most helpful takeaways I got as a result of the workshop was the idea that ontologies 
can be thought of as operating systems. Reading Mark Lippmann’s Folding picked up on this 
same thread later on. More recently, I was chatting with Emily Crotteau from Leverage 
Research who helpfully summarized her thoughts as such: 
 
(Note the below words are paraphrased and not quoted verbatim.) 
 
“You can think of your mind as a very high level way of interfacing with the rest of your body. 
It’s well-established that your thoughts, for example, do lead to physiological effects. The sort 
of rationality stuff we’re looking into, then, is basically along these lines, looking at ways that 
you can tinker with all of the stuff below the hood with just your mental ontology.” 
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I now basically have more respect for approaches that use your internal experience as a 
means of producing changes. Along the same lines, I’ve been thinking about feelings more as 
well. This was a distinct shift from the sort of thoughts I’d had in 2016, which was a lot more 
technique-focused. Some deeper conversations with CFAR staff updated my thoughts on their 
thoughts.  
 
Roughly, my original impression at the time was that, at the workshop, they’d just give you a 
bunch of techniques, executable real life scripts that you could run or something. The actual 
worldview espoused by CFAR, though, ended up being something a lot more like: 
 
“We don’t expect you to implement all these techniques; rather, we hope you can grab the sort 
of thinking behind them / what they’re trying to achieve. This way, you can regenerate 
something functionally akin to them when you need it. Also, your feelings are important and 
you should listen to them.” 
 
I think the appropriate idea here is something CFAR calls Polaris, like a guiding star. If you’re 
focused on the end result, i.e. you know what needs to happen, you’ll come up with something 
that, even if it’s not exactly the same as what you originally learned, will work for you. 
 
For example, if you’re trying to arrive on time to appointments more, and you recall that 
Murphyjitsu was a technique for doing better, you’re better off trying to rederive things from 
first principles than wracking your brain to recall what Step 2 is.  
 
So, yeah. Less techniques. More about getting at something a little deeper. 
 
2] Crafting My Own Craft: 
After having the importance of introspection and internal dialogue impressed upon me, I…did 
very little with them. I kept most of the stuff on the backburner, and I turned right back to the 
technique-based approach I was already familiar with. 
 
One thing I had touched upon at the end of my CFAR series was that my progression of ideas 
in rationality seemed to follow a general direction of shifting from “more techniques, less 
feelings” to “less techniques, more feelings” in a way that, to a casual outsider, might seem a 
little New Age-y. 
 
So, perhaps motivated by a secret fear of looking less crazy, as well as my explicitly stated goal 
of trying to build up rationality again from more evidence-backed studies, I started on my 
instrumental rationality series:  
 
While the book as a whole failed to hit all of my goals, I by no means think that it was a bad 
endeavor to undertake. Working on the project was a large impetus for me to keep developing 
thoughts on rationality. 

https://mindlevelup.wordpress.com/2017/09/15/postmortem-mindlevelup-the-book/


 
Three insights that I don’t claim originality for, but which I think have been the most useful 
from the series are: 
 
A) Attractor Theory: 
At its core, this is pretty simple—stuff you do will impact how you feel about doing other stuff, 
and thus being strategic when picking stuff you do is a good idea. If anything, you can even 
view it as an extension of the Outside View; you’re basically being mindful of how your current 
actions play into the larger scope of things. 
 
But the applicability to a lot of everyday life situations, coupled with the highly visual imagery 
is something I’m satisfied having put into a crystallized form. 
 
B) In Defense of the Obvious: 
The tongue-in-cheek metacontrarianism makes this piece of advice quick to pick up. At ESPR 
2017, for example, I think this ended up being quite memetically sticky. 
 
Apart from pushing against your brain’s default dismissals, I like how it easily flows towards 
action. If you adopt the heuristic of “always just do the Obvious Thing” you’re less liable to be 
paralyzed with indecision because there often is something you can do, if you left yourself. 
 
C) Recognizing vs Generating Dichotomy: 
I think the specific instance of this dichotomy with regards to advice is a very good one. You 
want to think in terms of how your receiver will take your advice and if maybe giving them 
something different than just your conclusion can allow them to bring themselves to your 
conclusion. 
 
The similarity between the two is a pernicious one, I think, as recognizing is often both  far 
easier to do as well as less useful than its generating counterpart. 
 
EX: Trying to prove a math theorem vs verifying an existing theorem is correct. 
 
Despite having written about all these things, though, I am currently not using a lot of what I 
wrote down. I realize this is both hypocritical and worth looking more into why.  
 
Well, what rationality things do I use? 
 
I often ask for examples and try to give examples. 
  
I check in with my feelings and see what’s causing internal knots. 
 
I put things in my to-do list when I think of them. 
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And that’s about it for now. 
 
If you pressed me right now, I’d easily agree that, yes, doing more things would be helpful. 
But, somehow, they don’t feel compelling. It seems that a combination of fading novelty 
combined with inconsistent effort on my part has led to me just…not doing stuff. 
 
One potential line of thought I’ve heard floated by others is that different rationality 
techniques are good for different stages. So if the stuff you’re using no longer seems effective, 
perhaps you’ve “graduated” onto using something else. I am uncomfortable with this because 
this suggests that you need ever-higher-powered tools to get roughly the same results.  
 
Which, given what we know about humans and tolerance, might not be all that far-fetched. 
 
I still don’t like it, though. 
 
So in the meantime, I’m just in the paradoxical position of espousing stuff but not doing it all. I 
have done everything I write about at some point. Just maybe not right now. 
 
3] Doing Real Things: 
I am perhaps now less fond of the meta-level, I think. Maybe. 
 
The issue for me is that it’s both the case that examining our meta-reasoning is probably a 
viable way to get some additional clarity on solving major problems like existential risk, but it’s 
also an engaging topic that can lead nowhere, while giving the illusion of progress.  
 
For me, at least, it’s very helpful to have external evidence that I’m doing things. When I’m 
looking back thinking, “Huh, have I been productive?” querying a past history of my actions 
feels like a far better metric than querying how my internal landscape has changed. After all, 
the whole point of even caring about rationality is to the extent that it lets you win at other 
things in life.  
 
I’ve previously said that, to an external observer, doing the rationality-thing right should lead 
them to conclude that you are Very Successful (or something along those lines).  
 
Compared to last year, I think I did a good job of doing more things that had real-world 
impacts this year. 
 
The largest by far would be helping run ESPR, which also has its own extended writeup. As I 
wrote about in the postmortem, there were often times where opinions clashed. I think the 
most “wise” thing I got as a result was a real appreciation for finding compromises with people 
similar but not-exactly-the-same as yourself.  
 

https://mindlevelup.wordpress.com/2017/10/27/unofficial-espr-post-mortem/


I also got some more experience testing out models and predictions of social dynamics (EX: 
What are relevant things to filter for during interviews? What are the major factors that impact 
the camp experience?).  
 
Of course, using a camp that’s all about rationality as a place to practice rationality is still 
pretty meta. 
 
Then there was the instrumental rationality sequence, of course, which I already covered 
above.  
 
Next, I ended up coding up some simple productivity tools. The largest coding project I did on 
the side ended up being the Double Crux web app, which ended up having multiple 
shortcomings. On the plus side, I’ve now got a better idea of why the original setup didn’t lend 
itself well to resolving online disagreements. 
 
Overall, my attitude towards doing things in real life is currently biased towards trying things, 
being fine with failing, and picking up incidental knowledge along the way. One thing about 
this whole process which seems suboptimal is that the actual domains which I find myself 
trying is largely influenced by the people around me / the information that I take in. 
 
Putting it like that makes it seem like I’m not putting that much thought into evaluating 
different potential domains before diving into one. For example, my roommate was very much 
into the Ethereum blockchain, and, as a result, so now am I. A possible response is that, on the 
meta-level, I’ve done a lot of filtering for the sort of people / info I surround myself in, so it’s 
not like the sorts of new domains I’m diving into are 100% random.  
 
If we roll with this model, it suggests that my values are controlling things on a meta-level. For 
example, I sorta stumbled my way into learning some machine learning, but it’s arguable that 
the whole stumbling only followed through because of previous positive affect I’d had (which 
could be attributable to my values). 
 
I don’t think that’s fully satisfactory, though. 
 
Anyway, the last Real Thing I did this year was donate 0.1 ETH to the Effective Altruism Donor 
Lottery.  
 
Hurrah for throwing virtual money at real world problems! 
 
4] Tackling The Really Hard Problems: 
Where do I think looking into rationality will take me in 2018? What do I think are some of the 
valuable areas to spend more time thinking about? 
 
Here are 4 things I’d ideally like to write some essays about: 

https://owenshen24.github.io/rationality-bots/
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1) Deeper Beliefs and Feelings: 
As I mentioned in the earlier section, I’m at the point where I feel a lot more ready to drop a 
lot of my socially-based fear behind diving into stuff which basically seems like mysticism. Yes, 
it’s hard to get some good grounding on this stuff, especially as introspection-based 
techniques are going to be, by their nature, grounded in an individual. 
 
However, given the success of more widely-accepted therapy techniques like CBT (which, if you 
accept the whole “ontologies as operating systems” hypothesis, seems to be doing something 
roughly similar), I think it’s worth trying to rederive some of this stuff all over again.  
 
Using Focusing and Folding as a basis, I’d like to do a deeper dive into manipulating and 
accessing my internal state. 
 
Some questions I currently have: 
 

1. How far can you go with just mental techniques? 
a. What’s the most extreme thing you can do without any physical intervention? 

2. How teachable is introspection? 
a. What is a good basis for pedagogy when you’re dealing with (perhaps) 

intrinsically subjective phenomena? 
3. What is a model that reconciles the automaticity of habitual behavior with intentional 

action? 
a. Where do your internal beliefs play into all of this? 

 
2) How to Get Other People to Actually Do Stuff: 
I’ve covered the intention-action gap in a few of my past essays. In a few words, it refers to the 
disconnect between what people say they want to do and what they actually do. I’m interested 
in this because it currently seems very difficult to change people’s behavior over the internet. 
Which sounds a little silly, perhaps. 
 
For example, how many people who read Habits 101 actually went out of their way to try those 
techniques? When you give people info, what determines whether or not they act on it? 
 
One of the things I’d thought about after writing the instrumental rationality sequence was 
that the people who could benefit most were also the ones least likely to read the sequence in 
the first place. Rather, it was the motivated, already interested in productivity sort of person 
who’d bump into it. 
 
That is, most writing on self-help isn’t reaching the right audience. 
 
My intuitions (and likely yours) point to the medium being important. For example, going 
through an online video course on planning versus just being in a room with a coach walking 



you through making a plan will likely have distinct effects. (I predict the in-person workshop 
would be significantly better.) 
 
A lot of this seems to have to do with precommitment. It’s a lot harder to back out when you’re 
in a room with someone willing to help you than it is to just close a video and make excuses. 
But it’s not just the in-person thing. In my limited experience working with friends, a common 
pattern looks like this: 
 

1) I offer a skill which might be useful to their problem.  
2) They agree that what I just said is super insightful.  
3) I walk them through using the skill once.  
4) They nod and thank me and say it’ll change things.  
5) Next time, we meet.  
6) And nothing has really changed for them. They vaguely remember I’d said something 

insightful, and we start over again. 
 
I’m super curious as to what’s going on here. My intuitions point to the whole “will actually try 
stuff” trait as being something inherent, but my own experience (I used to not actually try 
stuff) should suggest otherwise. Moreover, why is it that I often stop using the rationality 
techniques I myself write about? How likely is the idea that people “graduate” from one skill / 
paradigm to another? 
 
And to what extent does the channel by which you receive the information matter? 
 
I’d like to keep pushing and see what comes out of thinking about the medium for pedagogy 
as well as what effectively conveying information that leads to action looks like. (See here for a 
preliminary musing on medium and incentives with regards to attention.) 
 
3) Models and Breaking Down Queries: 
I think prediction markets are pretty cool. There’s some great evidence showing they can make 
outperform expert judgment and all that. What I’m curious about is the sort of question that 
often gets posed to them—questions like “Will Daniel Dennett win the primary election?” or 
“What will the price of cotton candy be on July 4, 2020?” 
 
There are lots of these types of questions, and I guess this sorta generalizes to questions 
about the world at large: you’re trying to make inferences about a system which you only know 
in limited and approximate scope. The point I’m getting at though, is that there seem to be 
quite a few involved steps when trying to answer these types of questions.  
 
You need some hypotheses about how the world works, and then that informs what sort of 
information you look up. For example, if you were trying to figure out the cotton candy 
question above, several things which all seem pertinent form my current perspective are: 
 

https://mindlevelup.wordpress.com/2017/09/24/the-best-self-help-should-be-self-defeating/


1. Which is the right reference class—sweets versus cotton candy specifically? 
2. How has the price of cotton candy been in the past? 
3. What are factors which might affect price? 

 
The point is that all of the above queries require some assumptions about how the world 
works; you need a model of which factors are related to which other ones, and then you need 
to estimate their values given what you know / can Google. 
 
And what happens when you have competing models which are at odds with one another? 
 
For example, if you want to convey an insight, is it better to write something short or long? A 
short blog post with a very high content-to-length ratio might conceivably be the most efficient 
medium. But also maybe a longer book that hammers the point in through multiple anecdotes 
and examples is what will keep the insight longer in the reader’s head. 
 
I’m curious about exactly what’s going on when we try to make traction on questions about the 
world, the models we use, and how to decide between different models. 
 
4) Group Rationality:  
As my time at ESPR made clear, rationality really doesn’t scale well in groups. While I think we 
handled conflict resolution somewhat adequately, the fact that bad feelings lingered is 
evidence of the additional work I think we need to put in towards figuring out how to make 
groups work well. 
 
Unlike everyday rationality, groups aren’t exactly under one person’s control, so 
decision-making is different. My impression is that militaries and companies have got systems 
that work when it comes to this stuff. I’m wondering, though, if there are ways to do better. I 
have questions like:  
 

1. How do we adequately resolve situations when a person tasked with doing X believes 
that doing Y is better? 

2. When people with conflicting values try to cooperate, what is a good process for 
compromising and negotiating? 

3. What actual method of group governance—futarchy, hierarchical, etc.—proves to be 
the best in practice? 

 
The above questions are all circling around how groups function, make decisions, and how 
they’re structured. 
 
I’m also wondering about how information propagates across a community as the number of 
people grow: 
 



I think that current communities hit diminishing marginal returns on additional community 
members about halfway through their growth stage. At some point, keeping up with the 
current forefront of the conversation becomes hard, as does onboarding new members.  
 
(In part, this is related to the above questions about group structure. For example, if you had a 
designated “New Person Greeter” role, that’d likely be helpful for onboarding. Likewise, having 
some sort of accessible group canon like Rationality: From AI to Zombies can also provide 
good beacons to point people to.) 
 
But, if we focus on how things like communication just tend to get harder as groups grow, 
there’s an interesting analogy I’d like to draw: 
 
I'm curious if there are solutions here that parallel scaling solutions in blockchains: 
 
Conceptually, you have roughly the same idea: A group of units all need to process the same 
amount of information, so the typical setup limits the rate at which you can process to that of 
the slowest member of your group. 
 
For example, one thing you might consider is splitting your community into several smaller 
groups and meet up periodically to catch everyone up. This is sorta similar to what sharding 
does in Ethereum. 
 
I think the analogy might break down here because my super rough understanding of current 
blockchain scaling efforts are focused on finding ways to have only a subset of the transactions 
processed by each node (e.g. only the ones they're involved in). However, in a group, it seems 
largely desirable for their to be lots of common knowledge, which means you *want* 
everyone to be getting exposed to the info that every member is broadcasting. 
 
Effectively building common knowledge as more and more people join seems important. It’s 
sort of related to pedagogy, and I think knowing more about this could be reasonably useful 
towards figuring out how to get more value out of larger communities.  
 
5] Hitting Blogging Goals and Stats: 
As I closed out my 2016 retrospective, I’d made a list of several things I’d wanted to do for 
2017. I had wanted to: 
 

1. Give more examples in my writing. 
2. Have more subheadings and pictures. 
3. Write something about habits. 

 
In 2017, I hit all three of those targets!  
 



I think that in at least 80% of the essays I’ve written this year, I had been mindful to give at 
least one example for every concept I introduce. 
 
More pictures, subheadings, and examples came when I started writing primer essays, the 
longer essays consisting of several thousand words + graphics. It was, I think, very successful, 
and I’m happy that doing them also brought MLU a visual identity. There’s now a distinctive 
“style” that I think people can place when they see a graphic. 
 
And Habits 101 became its own primer essay, so that happened too. 
 
Here are some stats about the blog, to see how 2015-2016 differed from 2016-2017: 
 
In 2016, I wrote ~30,000 words. 
 
In 2017, I wrote ~75,000 words. That’s 2.5 times as much!  
 
In 2016, MLU had ~5,000 page views. 
 
In 2017, MLU had ~18,000 page views. That’s 3.6 times as much! 
 
(If you count the total hits from Medium, that’s another ~17,000!) 
 
A lot of additional traffic in 2017 came from Reddit and LessWrong, which makes sense as I 
started cross-posting links there more often. 
 
Most searched for term that led to mindlevelup: “porn insight”. 
 
Ahem. Well then. 
 
6] Moving Forward: 
I spent ~200+ hours on writing for MLU, according to Toggl; I think it was time well spent. 
Blogging is kind of a weird project, though, because it’s always a little unclear what a good 
stopping point is, unlike a coding project. I plan to keep writing for 2018, but I’m well aware 
that many blogs begin to see more infrequent updates and slowly wither away. 
 
How do I plan to tackle this? If I keep writing, I expect that the topics I write about will change 
over time. I’m not super confident that I can keep writing about rationality, without rehashing 
the same ideas. (Of course, that might not be a bad thing.) But I do want to just keep writing. 
 
In the meantime, as I covered in Tackling The Really Hard Problems, I think I want to write 
more essays on these four areas: 
 

https://mindlevelup.wordpress.com/2016/10/28/insight-porn/


1. Feelings and more introspection-based techniques to see about achieving physical 
effects / results. 

2. Figuring out how to bridge the intention-action gap via different mediums, looking into 
what drives people to act. 

3. Building better models and understanding what’s going on under the hood when I try 
to formulate one. 

4. Understanding decision-making in groups and finding ways to deal with competing 
opinions and getting consensus. 

 
Concretely, I’d like to continue with the occasional primer essay with colorful graphics, and I’d 
also like to keep giving lots of examples. I think the overall header + examples + italicized 
summary-at-the-beginning format works pretty well, so I’ll stick with it. 
 
I predict that I’ll write about 50,000 words in 2018, and there will be 3 primer essays. 
 
2018 is Here. Here’s to less mistakes and screw-ups and to more triumphs and victories! 
   



Replace Stereotypes With Experiences 
[A small, short reminder for a substitution mistake our brains sometimes make.] 
 
Related to: Learning from Past Experiences 
 
Here’s something that sometimes happens to me: 
 
Someone will ask me what flavor of ice cream I want. I look at the choices, and I see vanilla, 
chocolate, and mango. I look at mango and think “Huh, mango. That sounds pretty cool. All 
fruity and exotic, that sounds exciting.” So, having won myself over with the “mango-ness” of 
the said option, I’ll choose mango. 
 
Once I actually start eating, though, I remember past times I had ice cream, and I recall that 
actually I really like vanilla; I often choose vanilla as a flavor, and I never regret it. Somehow, a 
part of me had relevant memories about ice cream flavors, and they just didn’t show up when 
I was considering the options. 
 
Here’s another example: 
 
Someone suggests that I do some stuff in physics. “Huh, physics. That sounds pretty cool. 
Stars, theories, grand intricate mysteries of the universe,” I think to myself. There’s a genuine 
feeling of excitement associated with all of those mental images. 
 
Once I actually get down to it, I remember past times when I did physics work and it was super 
tedious. And, sitting down, I realize that the actual work in physics is completely different than 
the feelings I had associated with “doing physics” when I first thought of the option. 
 
In other words, your mental prototype/stereotype of X might not actually match your past 
experience of X (meaning the two might not be well-connected in your mind), which can lead 
to problems as the stereotype is what comes to mind first. 
 
The thing I’m trying to get at here is that, when considering questions of preference, I’m giving 
lots of weight to the valence and immediate associations I have to the options, instead of 
relevant past experience which could better inform my decision. It seems to be the case that 
my default considerations for making decisions do not automatically bring up the most useful 
information. 
 
Thus, what I’d like to do more often when making decisions is, instead of getting a general gut 
“feel” from the options provided to me, actually check in with myself to see if I’ve had 
experiences with said options before, and how they went. 
   

https://mindlevelup.wordpress.com/2017/07/22/learning-from-past-experiences/


Technology and Reinforcement: 
[Technology presents some unique challenges because it is so easily available and because it is 
so easy to derive gratification from its use.] 
  
When it comes to social media and technology, there’s not much that hasn’t already been said. 
Still, I want to give some pushback on some places here where I think that society as a whole 
is insufficiently worried. 
 
The following analysis is a little muddled. There’s places where I conflate smartphones with 
the Internet with social media. I ask that you bear with me and squint at places where things 
might be unclear to look at the general shape of what I’m describing. 
 
The two main points here that I’ll be circling around focus on reinforcement and 
convenience.  
 
By reinforcement, I’m pointing to things which give you dopamine, which engage your brain’s 
reward prediction system. Actions that are reinforced get repeated. In several studies, this 
seems linked to novelty and temporal distance. EX: Getting a jelly bean immediately in 
response to answering a question correctly provides more reinforcement than receiving a 
promise of two jelly beans in a month. 
 
By convenience, I’m pointing to how readily something is available, both physically and 
mentally (in the sense of affordances). Actions which are convenient are ones which both 
spring to mind easily and are relatively easier to complete. EX: It is more convenient to eat a 
sandwich on a plate next to your laptop than to head outside and order one from the store 
two blocks down. 
 
Reinforcement: 
Optimizing for the Wrong Thing: 
Say you’re on Facebook. Maybe you’re looking to see what some old friends have been up to. 
Maybe you’re sharing an article you found quite informative. Say Facebook sees you’re on their 
site. As you’re their commodity, it’s in their interests to not exactly abide by your interests. 
 
You want to get the info you care about and be on your way. Facebook wants to keep you 
staying and coming back as long as possible. This means it might consider things like showing 
you relevant content only once every three posts (to keep you scrolling, my dear) viable 
strategies. 
 
Remember that Facebook is not your friend. It’s Out To Get You. 
 
This isn’t exactly a case of Goodhart’s Law. It’s not that we’ve got an imperfect metric for “stuff 
people want on Facebook” that Facebook is optimizing the heck out of. It actually just cares 
about something different than what you want. 

https://thezvi.wordpress.com/2017/04/22/against-facebook/
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It’s like the self-help thing all over again. 
 
But worse. 
 
 
Super-Duper-Habit-Forming: 
As a consequence of the above, one thing certain services might try to burden you with is 
notifications. 
 
I think notifications are evil. 
 
I think notifications are evil because they are real-time and you don’t know when they will 
appear. Part of this is because most applications notify you when other people digitally 
interact with you, which is dependent on them. This unpredictability, though, means that 
you’re a lot more driven to consistently check your profile for updates. 
 
This sort of variable interval reinforcement schedule leads to a consistent rate of 
response—you know at some point updates will roll in, but not knowing exactly when means 
the thought of, “Hey maybe I got some new responses!” always keeps the possibility open. 
 
Contrast this to the mail delivery schedule, which happens at a fixed interval. It’s far easier to 
predict and thus means you spend less additional cycles wondering if something new has 
come. There’s less compulsion to check your mailbox at every free chance you get. 
 
Incidentally, this sort of scheme solves the Fading Novelty problem, but it’s tailored at 
resolving the novelty for the wrong sort of thing. 
 
 
Convenience: 
Separate Forms and Functions: 
I’m a proponent of separating out things intended for different uses.  
 
EX: Sleep researchers recommend that you should only sleep in your bed and do everything 
else outside of it. 
 
Much the same way, I find smartphone problematic because of the fact that they’re 
multi-functional. I don’t think it’s a good idea to have easy contact to games / things which 
provide easy reinforcement on the same device as something designed for research / work. 
 
For a quick intuition about why I think this is the case: your brain is always doing lots of 
associations between your internal state and external stimuli. Thus, having a similar set of 
pathways which are designed for quite different goals could lead to confusion and slip-ups. 

https://mindlevelup.wordpress.com/2017/09/24/the-best-self-help-should-be-self-defeating/
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And given our predilection to slide down reward gradients, I’d predict that the slip-ups occur in 
the “play shows up during work” direction far more than the other one. 
  
 
Outcompeting Better Options: 
Smartphones boot up faster than laptops. They’re more accessible. Sure, the difference isn’t 
very great, but trivial inconveniences hold us back more than you might expect.  
 
Along the lines of deep work, I’m worried about things which provide all-too-easy access to 
reinforcement. When work that’s more meaningful delivers reinforcement at a slower pace, it 
loses out to other options.  
 
I think it’s important to renormalize your scales for reinforcement, in a similar manner as 
precommitment—if you know that certain options the current you values are going to be 
devalued as a result of something akin a hijacking, then don’t board that plane in the first 
place.  
 
The availability of such options weigh on your mind, whether you want them to or not. 
 
 I think that that little space of your brain that’s been occupied, saying things like, “Why don’t 
you come and visit me again?” is a drain on being able to focus. If you want to be able to do 
good amounts of thinking, having lots of additional responsibilities means there’s more 
weighing on your mind, meaning less space for yourself. 
   

http://lesswrong.com/lw/f1/beware_trivial_inconveniences/
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Kegan and Compassion and Frames: 
 
[An overview of Kegan’s subject-object theory in terms of differing expectations. Worldview 
differences play a key role in disagreements. Using Kegan’s stages to model social 
relationships and expanding compassion.] 
 
As far as fads go in the rationalist community, Robert Kegan’s constructive developmental 
theory and stages of human psychological development is so 2017. Right now the cool thing is 
triangulation, or circling, or tulpas. I’m not quite sure. Anyway, I finally got a chance to read 
Kegan’s In Over Our Heads, and I quite enjoyed it. 
 
Moreover, I think that what I got from the book was quite different than what others have 
written about. When I see mention of Kegan, I feel like it often gets cherry-picked as a 
framework which enables further Bad Things. There seems to be this pervasive meme that 
people use Kegan’s stages of development as a way to feel superior to others. 
 
As a strawmanned example, someone might say, “Oh, well you’re only on Kegan’s third stage, 
so of course it’d seem like that way to you…But me, I’m on the fourth stage, and I see it like 
this…” 
 
(I’ll explain the stages briefly later on.) 
 
I think that everyone engaging with Kegan’s ideas has actually been way too focused on 
specific levels in the stages of development. And the stages, as well as the transitions between 
them, weren’t actually the main takeaways for me. Okay, yes, subject-object theory is actually 
pretty cool, and it has several properties which I think rationalists will find shiny. But I think 
that there’s a few interesting lessons that you miss when you only focus on how to level up 
from one stage to the next. 
 
Here, I’ll try to present a different reading of Kegan’s work: 
 
First and foremost, I see Kegan as writing about the conflict between people and the roles they 
play. One way to characterize how this sort of conflict arises is by explaining conflict in terms 
of differing expectations of our internal states.  
 
Adapting from Kegan’s opening example, let’s think of a teenager, we’ll call her Alice. Let’s say 
that Alice arrives home late one night after a party: 
 
Alice’s parents will be worried and say lots of things reprimanding her (EX: “How could you do 
this? Didn’t you know that we were worried sick?”).  
 
Alice will in response try to play down her behavior (“I’m only 15 minutes late! We ran into 
traffic on the way back!”) 

https://vividness.live/2015/10/12/developing-ethical-social-and-cognitive-competence/
http://benjaminrosshoffman.com/skipping-developmental-levels/


 
And thus the argument goes. 
 
Kegan argues that there’s a fundamental divide here which prevents both sides from fully 
communicating.  
 
Alice is thinking in terms of material gains and losses. Her relationship to her parents is an 
extrinsic one which has its set of rules and consequences. The sample responses she might 
give in the above example are ones which try to answer the question of “How do I get into the 
least trouble for coming home late?” 
 
In contrast, Alice’s parents seem to want something different. They want Alice to intrinsically 
value the relationship she holds to them, in a manner different than just gains and losses. In 
their ideal world, Alice would instead be thinking something like, “My parents would be very 
worried if I came home late. How could I do that to them?” 
 
This difference in what both sides expect from their relationship forms the crux of what Kegan 
sees to be a central point in causing conflict across the many social roles we play, from parent 
to child to employee to partner to leader. In particular, when the social expectation for a role 
is that you value X, but you actually value Y, problems arise. 
 
For me, this framing of conflict is friendly to existing thoughts I have about things like the 
illusion of transparency and how communication often ends up being a weak link. Also, it 
shifts the question of “Who is correct in this argument?” (if we refer back to the question of 
Alice and her parents) into “What does each side expect from the other party and their role?” 
which gels well with the concept of reductionism. 
 
To clarify a little: Kegan paints these differing expectations as conflicts of an ontological 
nature. When the two parties interpret the same event in different ways, it’s a question of 
valuing different things, of having different ideas of how roles and selves are supposed to 
interact. They have distinct ideas of what “good” or “acceptable” mean. 
 
But we avoid directly assigning blame to either party. Kegan likes doing this; across the book, 
he takes care to stress that differences in these expectations and relationships don’t mean 
imply that one side is better or more correct.  
 
Now, onto the actual overview of Kegan’s subject-object theory:  
 
It goes a little like this: At each stage of psychological development, Kegan says there is some 
thing that your self identifies with, and there is also another thing that your self interacts with. 
As you move up, level by level, the old concept which you identified with now becomes a new 
object you can hold in your ontology. And as thing which you once were becomes something 
you see, the conception of your self similarly expands to something bigger. 



 
That is, as you progress, you identify with a new thing, and the old thing you used to identify 
with now becomes that which you can interact with. 
 
Let’s make this all a little more concrete: 
 
At stage 1, you identify with your wants. Your in-the-moment desires are you.  
EX: Babies doing baby things. 
 
At stage 2, you see that you can interact with your wants. You’re no longer your wants, but 
you’ve now got a self that has the wants. Here, you might be more defined by your 
experiences. 
EX: A grade school student saying, “I hate broccoli.” (Note how this is a statement about their 
preferences, more than just how they’re feeling right now). 
 
At stage 3, you’re now relating to other people with their experiences. You see yourself as the 
haver-of-experiences. This allows you to connect with others better, and your self is defined in 
terms of the roles you play in connecting with others. 
EX: A son who gets her mother the newest mystery novel because “she loves detective stories”. 
 
At stage 4, you’re seeing yourself as a person who has roles, not just as your roles. You’re able 
to use systems to weigh and make tradeoffs between roles. Your self is more defined by the 
system you use. 
EX: A father who turns down his daughter’s request to play on the Xbox because he’s filing 
taxes, which is “more important because ‘yes, I love my daughter, but if we don’t finish these 
taxes, there will be bigger things later down the line which will further jeopardize my family’”. 
 
At stage 5, you’re a collection of systems; maybe some systems are better to use at different 
things, but you’re not beholden to any one system. This allows you to have multiple internally 
consistent systems which are seemingly contradictory to one another. 
EX: (I’m not fully sure I understand stage 5, so I’ll let you fill in the blank here.) 
 
As a result of reading about these different systems of valuation, I’ve noticed myself being 
more curious in conversations, asking myself “What am I vs the other person implicitly valuing 
in this moment?” 
 
To that end, I’ve also been thinking about the nature of relationships of all kinds lately, and 
Kegan does a good job of painting how the reasons you have to care for someone else in a 
relationship, changes as you go through the stages. 
 
A question that I’ve been asking myself is “What are the factors that lead me towards liking 
someone / becoming friends with them?” 
 



Here are some reasons that might lead you towards forming a relationship with someone: 
 

1. They have something you want. 
2. You have shared interests. 
3. You care about them as a human, even if you have different interests. 

 
For me, I’ve been consistently using shared interests as a major filter for finding people I’d 
want to spend time with. Sometimes, though, I also end up liking people who are quite 
different from myself. But if we aren’t bonding over shared relationships, than what’s going on 
here? 
 
Kegan’s explicit model of how these different motivations for relationships form as a result of 
differing stages has helped me get some more clarity in this regard: 
 

1. Thinking about those around you in terms of direct gains/losses is representative of the 
consequential viewpoint in stage 2.  
 

2. Wanting to share in mutual experiences and interests with those around is 
representative of the experiential viewpoint in stage 3. 
 

3. Valuing other people as independent entities with their own goals and interests is 
representative of the autonomous viewpoint in stage 4. 

 
Looking at the different relationships I hold with others, though, I notice myself holding a mix 
of all three of the above reasons (though I do seem to bias towards shared interests, as I 
mentioned above).  
 
I found this valuable because it reminded me to care about others for reasons more than “we 
get along well”. I think exercises in expanding value are good, and the expanded field of 
acceptance fits in well with what I wrote earlier about not being judgemental. 
 
I’d like to think of the sorts of relationships you form at different stages as all being viable 
reasons to connect with someone. The dependent factor isn’t what level of psychological 
maturity you’re at; it’s context-dependent: 
 

1. Networking can be thought of as a stage 2 relationship that pops up all the time, with 
both sides offering to exchange resources.  
 

2. Dating often takes the form of a stage 3 relationship, with both parties looking for 
overlaps in values to bond. 
 



3. Good friends eventually become people you care about, independent of the initial 
reasons that brought you together, in a way that’s much more like a stage 4 
relationship. 

 
Using this framework as an investigative tool has revealed how I’m often transitioning between 
different sets of values with different people, and sometimes even with the same person. So it 
looks like there’s several forms that our relationships can take, depending on what the 
assumed context is, e.g. “Is this a conversation about trading needs, or am I just being 
supportive because I care about them?” .  
 
It’s also precisely for this reason that I don’t like viewing Kegan’s theory as one of direct 
progression: Even as you mature, there are going to be situations where the 
assumptions/expectations of a previous stages form a valid basis to hold a relationship, 
depending on the circumstances. This idea of having multiple frames, of being able to switch 
between different viewpoints forms the basis of the idea behind fake frameworks I think it’s 
also largely representative of the “system of systems” approach that Kegan outlines in stage 5. 
 
If you start using Kegan’s stage 5 to look at his entire theory, it feels less like a progression of 
development (although there is indeed a view where you can cast it as such) and more just like 
a set of different lenses for your mental models toolkit. 
 
Overall, I’ve found In Over Our Heads useful for additional intuition pumps to feel 
compassionate towards others, as well as a model for thinking about the different bases for 
relationships.   

http://lesswrong.com/lw/p80/in_praise_of_fake_frameworks/


A Development Framework for Rationality: 
 
[A way of looking at rationality as a set of transitioning worldviews that operate different 
assumptions. The short summary of progression looks like: 
techniques → habits → introspection → feelings → multiple ontologies.  
Skills which appear to be at odds with one another can be seen as operating under different 
models of what the question of rationality is even about.] 
 
I started mindlevelup with the goal of figuring out self-improvement. 
 
Over 2 years later and over 100 (!) essays later, I’m still at it. 
 
Looking back, one thing that stands out is how I can identify distinct shifts in the ways I’ve 
approached this problem. The concepts I’ve written about, they haven’t all been operating on 
the same level of abstraction or assumptions. Some are concrete techniques, while others are 
overviews of mechanisms, still others are generalizations about the process of learning the 
techniques, and there’s even a few musing about the nature of self-improvement as a whole. 
 
I’d like to outline what I think is a plausible way that someone’s thoughts might evolve as they 
approach this problem, based off my own experiences. I think this will be useful in identifying 
what the underlying models behind different rationality skills looks like. In particular, I’ll be 
using this to give additional context for where I think a lot of my own essays slot into the 
worldviews I’ll be introducing. 
 
 
A] Techniques Rule: 
You’re on a quest to find the One True Rationality. 
 
When you first encounter rationality, it’s in the context of cognitive biases, pesky glitches 
which lead us down suboptimal paths when we can clearly see a better way forward.   
 
For example: 

1. When we say we’re going to finish something in an hour, it’ll really take us more than 
that. Somehow, projects basically never get finished on schedule, even when everyone 
knows this sort of thing happens all the time! 
 

2. Lots of say that we want to exercise, and somehow only a few of us actually get it done. 
This disparity exists for just about anything else, from reading more books, writing 
more code, or meeting new people! 
 

3. People on different sides of a topic will get into a room to share their opinions. And, 
yet, when both sides leave, they end up more sure of their original opinion then before 
they began to argue! 



 
Given these observations, you look at self-improvement as one of overriding your body’s silly 
built-in defaults. The right thing to do, then, is finding algorithms that can outperform your 
current ones, and then doing those instead. Under this framework, techniques are very 
appealing. 
 
They’re magic spells you can plug-and-chug to immediately swap up your defaults—just chant, 
cast, and optimize!  
 
Things I’ve written which fall under this viewpoint: 
 

1. Fighting Procrastination is all about different ways to try and deal with procrastination. 
Precommitment was a big thing that I recommended in that essay which I think is quite 
appealing under a technique-based worldview. It’s simple to describe and has all the 
hallmarks of enforcing your “rational” desires onto your “irrational” self. 
 

2. IAT and CEV is about a way of querying other parts of you to see what actions are 
“actually” best for you. I think it falls under this mindset when you use it as a tool to 
accommodate for things hyperbolic discounting, e.g. asking yourself “Would I really 
reflectively endorse this action?” 
 

3. Reference Class Forecasting, Murphyjitsu, and Back-planning, the three techniques 
featured in the Planning 101 primer very much espouse this view of “All you have to do 
is <this other thing> rather than <naive thing you already do> and then things will 
magically get better!” 

 
There’s a definite sense of wrangling with yourself here, of saying things like “Stupid body! I 
clearly know what the correct thing to do is, and you’re getting in my way!” 
 
This is also characterized by a sense of wanting to collect techniques. Given the initial problem 
specs of overriding defaults, it feels like you need a skill to counter each bias you have. Each 
countermeasure you learn about feels like a little boost up. You hunger for more spells. 
 
And yet, despite having read up about all of these great spells, you can’t seem to recall the 
right incantations and wand movements to call upon the right one in the right moment… 
 
 
B] Building Automaticity: 
The problem, you reason, isn’t just about beating biases, 
 
“Just do X instead of Y” isn’t a viable strategy if there isn’t a way to actually get yourself to do X 
at the right moments. But it seems quite difficult to be intentional all the time, to be able to 
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reflectively say, “Ah, and now is the right time to cast my spell Premorta, which will show me 
an instance of the future where things have gone terribly wrong!”  
 
That just won’t do. 
 
Thus you decide to become a cyborg. 
 
What matters, after all, you reason, is just that the desired algorithm gets executed at the right 
time. You turn to habits, towards installing the aforementioned algorithms into yourself. 
There’s a subtle shift in focus that comes in. Whereas you previously thought about techniques 
in terms of nullifying your biases, the techniques themselves come into full focus here: It’s 
about diving deep into the question of what it “really” means to practice a rationality skill.  
 
Key assumptions here are that humans are stimulus-response machines, and that any 
rationality technique can be turned into a habit. One big insight at this stage is the distinction 
between declarative and procedural knowledge—it’s very possible for there to be an 
explanation of a rationality technique without giving any actual good information on how to 
implement said technique in real life.  
 
Things I’ve written which fall under this viewpoint: 
 

1. TAPs are the core technique here which bring everything together. TAPs are the 
ultimate meta-skill; here they exist as a proceduralized process that allows you to learn 
other proceduralized skills. 
 

2. Hunting for Practicality has, as its core message the idea that you should be 
operationalizing, translating any advice you have into its most actionable form by 
asking yourself “How do I see myself actually acting differently as a result of <whatever 
information I just got> in the future?” It’s all about specificity and actionability. 
 

3. There Is No Akrasia rejects the idea of akrasia as an all-encompassing bogeyman which 
causes all the productivity problems. Instead, it pushes you to look directly at what’s 
going wrong and come up with a specific fix for that thing, whatever it is. 

 
Armed with your Hammer of Reductionism and the powerful welding power of TAPs, you get 
to work breaking things down and installing them. Things go well. You’re not just all talk 
anymore—you can point to specific instances where you have indeed performed better. 
 
And yet, it’s not smooth sailing. Some of the software you install quickly becomes obsolete and 
stops working. Other times, your legacy code—your old defaults—seem to interact in quite 
chaotic ways with all of these new things you’re installing. Maybe, you think, it’s time to take 
another peek at that massive codebase…  
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C] Going Mental 
You’re back here again. 
 
You had one look at the codebase, and it was a total mess. No documentation and a bunch of 
hard-coded variables. 
 
So, against all hope, you wonder if maybe you can gain some more insights by looking at 
exactly what’s going wrong with the installation process itself. No in-depth internals analysis 
needed, thank you very much. 
 
You turn your attention inwards, on the practice, rather than what’s being done behind the 
scenes. By paying attention to the sensations of engaging in rationality, though, you realize 
that focusing only execution is futile: The phenomenon of learning skills is still a mental one, 
no matter how much you’d like to abstract away the messiness of the mind and focus on 
implementation.  
 
You can’t remove your mind from the equation. 
 
Things I’ve written which explore this foray into the necessity of the internal experience of 
learning rationality: 
 

1. Fading Novelty is about how any skill we try to learn is going to be subject to our brain’s 
tendency to eventually become accustomed to the newness of said skill. Thus, we 
should expect initial high interest in a skill (perhaps representative of someone seeing 
a new technique) which eventually fades as time goes on (perhaps to find yet another 
skill to learn). 
 

2. Conceptual Similarity Does Not Imply Actionable Similarity looks at the challenges that 
can come up when our brains substitute an easier question for a harder one because it 
thinks the answer to both is the same. Concretely, someone might immediately dismiss 
advice that sounds “obvious” as it’s easier to answer the question of “Does this advice 
sound novel?” rather than “Would I benefit from taking this advice?” 
 

3. Replace Stereotypes With Experiences is about how can often let affect and aesthetics 
be major decision-making factors, when in fact experience is a far better guide. There’s 
a mix-up happening here where your feelings about X get conflated with your feelings 
while doing X. 
 

4. Explication explores how vagueness can be comforting and be a place of retreat for our 
poorly-made plans. It’s only by diving straight into the scary-feeling uncertainty and 
making specific claims/plans that give us an opportunity to receive feedback and 
verification. 
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Humans have an internal universe. Rationality, as a thing humans do, is going to interface with 
said universe at some level. When making decisions or practicing rationality, then, the ways 
our minds interact with our mental conceptions of rationality do in fact play a role. That much 
is clear now. 
 
And yet, you can’t find good solutions by just detachedly observing things from a distance. 
 
Sighing, you roll up your sleeves.  
 
It’s time for a chat with your inner demons. 
 
 
D] The Human Alignment Problem: 
“Hello System 1, my old friend.” 
 
You approach yourself tentatively. 
 
“I tried going against you, molding you to my will. Then I tried ignoring you entirely, hoping I 
could do well without you. But it looks like I’ll need your help after all. Turns out the real 
Rationality was inside me all along.” 
 
You say nothing in response.  
 
(It’s yourself, after all.) 
 
“How are we feeling right now?” you ask. 
 
Which, of course, you already know the answer to. 
 
Anger. Aversion. Calm. Sorrow. Worry. Want. Pleasure. Joy. 
 
You have lots of feelings.  
 
And they’re all important. 
 

**** 
 

Given the intrinsically mental portion of learning rationality, the direct approaches given by 
techniques and habits are missing a crucial component. Namely, there are situations where, 
despite your best efforts to set up a system to do X, something inside of you is resisting. The 
sensation of forcing yourself to do something is not a pleasant one. 
 



So instead of trying to bind the demon to your will, you fuse with the demon. 
 
In more practical terms, this means coming to terms with all of the intuitive, wordless, gut 
pieces of yourself.  
 
One component of this frame is letting go of some sense of direct control over yourself. You 
accept that motivation isn’t always something you can hack together with a formula. It’s not 
that you endorse a worldview where motivation is magical and irreducible, but just that, 
instrumentally speaking, there are ways of becoming driven which don’t involve thinking “And 
now I must motivate myself to get X done!” 
 
What you gain in return is a great deal more self-trust. You no longer need to be the person 
that watches your own shoulder, making sure that you get things done. It’s now much less 
about “forcing” yourself to do things because the things you’re doing are things you want to do 
anyway. Internal conflict is generally removed from the equation because you’re giving all of 
your different sides a voice. 
 
It’s not just that you’ve got a new technique that draws on a new way of getting techniques 
down. This is a viewpoint that isn’t about the techniques. 
 
Things I’ve written which are about this shift into feeling out your feelings: 
 

1. Feelings Matter. As advertised. A slightly longer explanation about how I think about 
feelings and some of the social incentives for not wanting to publicly endorse feelings 
as important (e.g. being associated with silly self-help gurus). 
 

2. Lying On The Ground is about cultivating feelings and sensations by, as the name 
suggests, lying on the ground. It presents the idea of paying attention to feelings as, 
not exactly a productivity technique, but as a useful thing in itself. 
 

3. Recovering From Failure looks at the commitments you make with yourself. It takes an 
honest look at what’s going wrong when you break them. It operates off the 
assumption that all the parts of yourself have needs, and commitments you break 
represent unmet needs. 

 
I think the best exposition to this viewpoint is the Replacing Guilt series by Nate Soares. 
 
Being whole with all of yourself is a powerful place to be in. You’re able to resolve your inner 
aversions, which are often upstream blockades for lots of endeavors. Moreover, words like 
“procrastination” and “motivation” are a lot less meaningful now that you’ve blurred the 
distinction between your “wants” and your “shoulds”.  
 
You just do them. Because. 
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(What more reason do you need?) 
 
And yet, even with this state of mind, you find yourself tempted... 
 
 
E] Paradigmaster: 
Having aligned yourself, you have a better measure of yourself. You know there are some 
things you can’t do. 
 
Or can you?  
 
Throughout your travels, you hear whispers. You hear whispers of other powers. Other powers 
which promise more than mere alignment: 
 

1. Resolve, an ability to surpass your limits, to endure any trial, to always power on. 
 

2. Attractor Theory, a graceful way to go with the flow and yet preserve your autonomy 
and will. 
 

3. Folding, a self-awareness even deeper than alignment, which allows you to change 
yourself at a fundamental level. 

 
Which should you choose? 
 
You’ve always been a good student.  
 
You study them all.  
 

**** 
 
You now wear more than one hat.  
 
You’ve got lots of models. Some of them conflict, but they all have their use-cases. It’s less 
about which one is “better”, but rather, which one best fits the situation at hand. (And of 
course there are multiple lenses by which you could evaluate the situation…)  
 
You’re a master at knowing which model to use when. Sure, there might be some 
underpinnings/assumptions that don’t change much from one frame to the next, but the point 
is that you’re fluid enough to recognize which way of approaching things is going to be 
effective. 
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The most representative work I have of this frame is the Instrumental Rationality sequence as 
a whole, which is perhaps cheating because it isn’t so much as one thing which switches 
between models, but that the different essays contained therein use different models. 
 
At the end, you found Many True Rationalities.  
 
And yet, you have to wonder...the whole point of all these Rationalities is to get things done, 
after all.  And, if you look at it hard enough, isn’t still just about countering cognitive biases? 
It’s not like the central problem has really changed. 
 
Looks like you’re off on a quest to find the One True Rationality. 
  
 
Coda: 
Those familiar with Kegan’s stages of development will likely see parallels here, especially as I 
myself was reading In Over Our Heads during the writing of this essay.  
 
I took care to try and paint this framework, not necessarily one where each stage is better, but 
as a set of growing considerations. I think the most useful insight I can offer here is where you 
start to see different rationality techniques emerge as a consequence of trying to solve 
different components (practical, mental, ontological, etc.) of the self-improvement problem. 
   

https://www.lesserwrong.com/sequences/9rRrzkBaXcivjZtZS


Meditations on the Medium: 
 
[I explore how the nature of the essay medium presents potential challenges for rationality as 
a field.  
 
First off, essays often aren’t updated and exploring new ideas is often more rewarding than 
revisiting old content. This means that there is not much of an incentive to create accessible 
textbook-like introductions to rationality.  
 
Secondly, despite having ported over to a digital medium, essays are still largely the same. I 
think there’s value in exploring different norms and features in our writing. 
 
Thirdly, I point out how, even if we figure out how to create very good online content, the way 
that the medium shapes our expectations might still not be good enough. Often, structure 
seems to be an important component, and I also don’t think we’ve pushed in this direction 
enough either.] 
 
Rationality is concerned with a good number of questions. The two that I'm thinking about 
right now are: 
 

1. Why do some attempts at behavioral modification succeed and others fail, both 
between individuals and within an individual?  
 

2. If we had an answer to 1, what does it look like to actually make that knowledge usable, 
bridging the gap from just a mere description? 

 
I think both of these queries connect to the question of how the nature of the medium affects 
our actual experience when trying to engage with rationality concepts. From a design and 
pedagogical standpoint, I think there changes we could make to potentially improve the ways 
that ideas advance and cash out into practicality. 
 
 
Where Are All The Good Rationality Textbooks? 
Let's start with something more personal. 
 
I hate revisiting old essays.  
 
I'm happy linking back to them, sure, but the idea of editing or rewriting them feels abhorrent. 
As a kid, I hated checking my work when doing math. In both cases, there's a feeling of "I just 
put in all this effort to get this thing done. Now, you want me to...do it all over again!?"  
 
There's a sense of, not just our expectations being violated, but of all of our past work being 
essentially for naught.  



 
For example, it's not exactly the marathon runner who is told they have 3 more miles to run 
when they thought they were already finished, but the marathon runner who is told they ran 
the race backwards and needs to start over from the actual starting line. 
 
This sense of "not wanting to repeat things" is what I think forms a core part of why some 
rationality skills fail to stick. Once Murphyjitsu, Trigger Action Planning, Internal Double Crux, 
or any other technique of your choice is no longer shiny, it feels less tasty to use. This is the 
idea behind Fading Novelty, where we can become acclimated (and thus less driven) to pursue 
certain mental skills.  
 
I think this sort of aversion is problematic when it comes to providing good explanations of 
concepts because it discourages an evolving revision process. It's not common for people to 
update most essays with the intention to increase how well it conveys its ideas—after its initial 
publication, that is. There's a manner in which most essays date themselves, acting as 
snapshots in time rather than an adaptive/improving/evolving set of ideas.  
 
(Textbook authors are an impressive exception.) 
 
This also lead to a weird first-mover situation I've noticed in the LW community where we have 
basically one canonical explanation of a concept, for example the “Politics is the Mind-Killer” 
that everyone links to... except that the original explanatory essay doesn’t actually go into that 
much detail. 
 
As a concept, “Politics is the mind-killer” derives much of its meaning from additional essays 
which further develop the term and its implications. Someone in the community who’s been 
following the development of these ideas will have no problems following the established 
usage.  
 
But for someone new to all of this? The original essay hasn’t aged to reflect the ways the 
concept has developed. 
 
In other fields, we have introductory textbooks which are written specifically for the purpose 
of distilling concepts to newcomers. There's a reason we leave the original writings from 
Leibniz and Newton for historians and give intro calculus students something written later. It's 
rarely ever the case that writings which first introduce a concept will also end up being the 
best introduction to said concept. 
 
Alas, writing improved expositions often feels less exciting than the novelty offered by 
improving existing ideas. Socially, it feels like there’s less of an incentive here for people to 
undertake this task. In other fields, while I think it’s also lower status to write introductory 
texts for other fields, but they do get written. 
 

https://www.lesswrong.com/s/9rRrzkBaXcivjZtZS/p/53pxcve5kgwoLFvzD
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There’s something about the nature of ownership and ideas, where it feels a little odd to 
endorse someone else’s concept entirely; instead, I feel like there’s often a compulsion to 
justify how your concept is secretly a little different. Valuing ideas because you came up with 
them means that you now have additional reasons to hold onto them, outside of their merit 
alone. It can also cause us to misinterpret contrary evidence as a personal attack. (“You’re 
saying I’m <insert bad thing> for coming up with this idea!?” vs “You’re saying that the reasons 
for my holding this idea rest on faulty premises”.) 
 
For rationality in particular, I think that there is no good standard set of essays which both: 
 
1. Offers an accessible introduction to at least parts of rationality 
2. Is periodically updated with better explanations  
 
This leaves me wanting. My own attempt started off with my efforts to try and provide some 
new introductions to old concepts. But by the time the project was wrapping up, though, I also 
found myself cheating; to fill in later chapters, I copy-and-pasted in old essays with only minor 
edits for readability. 
 
I’d like to find a way to incentivize the creation of better introductory materials, and I’m 
disappointed that there’s currently not as much revisiting / cross-dialogue between existing 
essays. It feels like lots of people are writing about things which, though they all fall under 
roughly under the same banner, aren’t building directly off one another. 
 
 
Exploring the Essay Form More 
In a more general sense, I’m disappointed that more exploratory formats and norms haven’t 
been tried out with regards to essays.  
 
One immediate area is that of leveraging the differences presented by putting essays on an 
electronic medium—there are a lot more opportunities afforded to us in terms of interactivity 
(e.g. user voting), formatting (e.g. highlighting examples), and metadata (e.g. word count). 
 
But let’s leave that aside for the moment. 
 
For the most part, I think most of the essays we’ve seen have been digital ports of the written 
word. Pictures, exercises, videos, and other types of content are scarce. It feels like, when 
communicating, we put in the least amount of effort required to conform to existing norms 
regarding essays. For example, we will use proper grammar/spelling  in an essay, but not 
everyone will include a short summary of their essay before the main body.  
 
I think that this has more to do with what other essays look like, rather than people deeming 
that [thing they’re not doing] isn’t very useful in aiding in communicating their ideas. When 

https://www.lesswrong.com/sequences/9rRrzkBaXcivjZtZS


writing essays, and we are willing to as as far as required to comply with them, but anything 
more feels like “work” (whereas everything before it was just “necessary”.) 
 
(If including a short summary in front of an essay feels redundant or unnecessary to you (EX: 
“Why read the summary if the essay is just below it?”), here’s a quick flip: Imagine a world 
where no one regularly capitalized things but it was instead customary to include short 
summaries before all your writing. If you suggested that we capitalize the first letter of every 
sentence, how would you respond to criticisms that capitalization was unnecessary because 
periods already act as sufficient delimiters?) 
 
I think we can do a better job of trying out different norms for writing. For an example of a 
norm that did catch on and provide value, I point to how we started using the “Epistemic 
Status” tag in front of our essays. Since then, reading essays tagged with this piece of metadata 
has helped me find the right frame of mind to engage with said essay’s ideas. 
 
I suspect there are other low-hanging fruits similar to this, like also including “Epistemic 
Effort”. Here are some potential ideas: 
 

1. Author annotations for the essay, in a style similar to Genius. (“If we can’t get the 
author to revise their work, maybe it’d feel less aversive for them to comment on what 
they now think / how things have changed?”) 
 

2. Crowdsourced summaries for essays. (“Can we leverage the comprehension of people 
who really ‘got it’ to crystallize what ‘it’ is for others?”) 
 

3. Guided discussion questions. (“Are there premises that are likely to be contentious, or 
are there areas the essays leaves unresolved?”) 

 
While the typical essay format might be one of the best ways to describe something, I’m 
primarily concerned with the actual effect of an essay. I think this warrants trying to find 
improvements when, as I’ll try to show in the next section, giving someone a good description 
of X is not at all similar to teaching them to actually do X. 
 
 
The Medium Really Matters: 
Say we write up a model of how habits work: 
 
“A habit is a stimulus-response pattern triggered by a predictable sensory cue, paired with an 
anticipated reward.” 
 
Cool. Someone reads the above, and they now have an understanding of some of the moving 
pieces involved in making habits happen. Maybe they’re still unsure how to do it. How can we 
turn the model into something more concrete? 

https://www.lesswrong.com/posts/oDy27zfRf8uAbJR6M/epistemic-effort
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Say we break it down into steps: 
 

1. Identify an Action you want to do. 
2. Find a concrete sensory Trigger for the situation where you want the action to happen. 
3. Describe the Action you’d like to perform, in detail. Be specific about the action you’d 

like to. 
4. Put the Trigger and Action in a “When [Trigger], then [Action]” loop. 
5. Write the TAP down somewhere you can find it again. 
6. Physically or mentally (less good, of course) rehearse the TAP at least 5 times. 

 
Great. After reading the above, someone now has a very clear picture of what the actions they 
need to take if they want to form a habit. But what might that actually look like, in practice? 
 
Say we finally go into the details and give examples for each one of the steps: 
 

1. Go jogging more. 
2. The feeling of the coarse rope that opens my curtains in the morning. 
3. Pick up my jogging shoes and walk outside the door to begin jogging. 
4. When [I feel the rough coarseness of my curtain rope,] then [I’ll go grab my jogging 

shoes and open the front door]. 
5.  Having a digital or physical “TAPs List” document can make it easy to review which 

habits you’re currently training.  
6. Actually take the several minutes to do some visualizations—going over it in your mind 

helps you recognize the Triggers when they show up in the real world. 
 
Fantastic. Now the reader has a very clear idea of what’s going on, what steps to take, and 
even has a working example they can tweak for their own purposes. We’ve given them a full 
set of the tools to get started making their own habits. 
 
But, the question remains, will they actually do it? 
 
I think the answer is still “No”. There’s something fundamentally off here, and I think it has to 
do with the sort of state people are in when they read this stuff. 
 
I think people should be approaching this stuff the same way one might work through a math 
textbook—verifying the reasoning, doing the exercises, and trying to rederive the concepts 
themselves. At least for me, though, I think about LessWrong as a place where I go to unwind / 
read some fun essays; it’s not always a place where I’m ready to put in effort and direct all of 
my active attention.  
 
There are ways that we can bridge part of this gap. Most of the tactics I have in mind involve 
going meta and/or using emotionally charged language to break the fourth wall and speak 



more directly to the reader. Essays on LessWrong often do this with some variant of “No, 
actually go and spend 5 minutes thinking about this!”  
 
But even if we leverage all of the manipulative power of text, I don’t think that’s enough. When 
it comes to pedagogy, I think you can think of the multiple ways to learn things in terms of a 
gradient of increasing structure: 
 

1. Self-studying a textbook, which is completely self-reliant. 
2. MOOCs which provide some additional guidelines. 
3. Enrolling in an actual course, which has a fixed lecture time and strict deadlines. 

 
As you bring in more structure, you start being able to take advantage of the additional social 
commitment mechanisms afforded by the classroom environment. MOOCs have assignments 
and often some sort of online support. Classrooms, of course, have the full social aspect of 
classmates, strict deadlines, and benefit largely from the social expectation that you School Is 
Something You Should Do As Your Student Duty. 
 
And while we can levy a variety of criticisms against the typical school paradigm, I think it is at 
least somewhat effective at actually getting people to do things. Begrudgingly perhaps, but it 
does in fact instill compulsions to get the work done. There are, I claim, a lot of small crucial 
factors which aid in getting people to do stuff, which we abandon when we leave the 
classroom setting. 
 
Under this sort of framework, if we look at rationality, we’re still at the point where basically 
the only way someone can learn this stuff is by reading a scattered multitude of essays (not 
even a textbook!) without much structure or a social aspect. If this is the default, I don’t think 
we should be surprised when people don’t seem to be able to easily put rationality into 
practice. 
 
This is my take on why CFAR workshops stand a significantly better chance at teaching the 
“rationality thing” than any write-up. The written sentence “Now set a 5 minute timer to come 
up with reasons that you don’t want to X” is clearly going to have different effects than the 
setting where you’re in a room with other people and you’ve actually carved out the time to sit 
down and actually write down your reasons. 
 
The choice of the manner in which information is transmitted has cascading effects, from the 
initial framing to the reasons that allow people to stick with continuing their efforts. 
   



Do Conversations Circle Back To The Same Topics? 
 
[I had a friend ask me “Do you think that conversations with friends will often circle back to the 
same topic?” My reply ended up turning into something blog-post length, so here it is. (Expect 
none of the typical rigor or research of a normal blog post.)] 
 
A: I think the question of conversations circling back to the same topics w/ people is a super 
interesting one. There’s at least three things here: 
 
0] Do conversations tend to circle back to a set pool of topics, relative to the person you talk 
to? 
 
1] If conversations tend to do this, can we make them not do this? 
 
2] Relatedly, is it a bad thing if conversations circle back to the same topics? 
 
0]  
I put forward the hypothesis that your conversations with everyone are super repetitive. From 
asking people about their day, to commenting about work, to asking about their family, the 
actual pool of questions you can ask someone about isn’t that large. 
 
Except, for the most part, you don’t notice it. So I think you’ll generally only be noticing it if the 
other person is also going meta, or if you’re going meta. I think this implies something about 
the nature/depth of conversations you have with the other party, whatever that might be. 
 
As for why this happens: I think that people might compartmentalize their friends. For 
example, they have their Drinking Friends, who they joke with and talk mainly of 
inconsequential things. Then they have their Work Friends who they mainly mutually complain 
about business with. etc. etc. 
 
So when you’re talking with someone, there’s actually not that many people for whom the 
entire depth of conversational possibility exists. (Something about you might find this with 
very good friends?) 
 
And also, as you’ve mentioned previously, there are certain topics one might feel comfortable 
breaching only w/ certain people (e.g. sexuality, social dynamics, fears, insecurities, fantasies). 
And because of this sort of “intimacy scarcity” (there’s only so many people you can talk about 
X with), X ends up dominating the conversation. 
 
To pull a little deeper, if you think about each one of your friends as optimized for talking 
about a specific topic (e.g. Friend A is the friend I can relate to about topic A the most with), 
then maybe some analog of efficient markets means that an optimal configuration is where 



you’ve spread out your conversation topics among partners to maximize...whatever it is that 
conversations maximize. 
 
So maybe under this highly idealized model, it’s just a natural consequence of humans being 
conversation-fitness maximizers. (Heh.) 
 
1]  
I think that there are ways to make conversations less likely to circle back to the same topics: 
 
Briefly, here are what I think are some promising ways to change things up: 
 
a] Extend the breadth of topics acceptable for conversation. Establish variety as the norm. 
(Note how this seems secretly connected to novelty as an important driver behind human 
function. But more on that in 2].) 
 
b] Make progress on the discussion topics that you circle back, so now the discussion actually 
moves, rather than being stuck in the same place. 
 
c] Take a break from one another. Intentionally go off, change, have new experiences, and 
then reconvene. (My wonderful sine graph picture about separation and recombination is 
relevant here.) 
 
d] Some other variant of changing things up. (Catch-all category for things.) 
 
Here are the different tactics in more detail: 
 
a]  
You can think of extending the breadth of acceptable topics in two ways: 
i] Between-friends 
ii] Within-a-friend 
 
In between-friends, you work on trying to expand the circle of people you feel comfortable 
talking about previously taboo topics with. In this way, you no longer need to keep going to the 
same people and having such topics dominate your conversation. 
 
EX: Romance often seems to dominate the topic of discussion close relationships, but if you’re 
able to feel okay talking about it with more people (and they’re fine with it), you can move 
some of the bulk of the conversation to other friends. 
 
In within-a-friend, you make an effort to talk about other things and search for other areas of 
mutual interest. Both of you acknowledge the spiral-y way in which certain topics can take 
over the conversation. 
 



EX: You set a rule with your friend that both of you won’t spend more than, say, 50% of any 
conversation talking about social dynamics. Both of your are mindful and direct the 
conversation elsewhere when it looks like it’ll once again dominate the conversation. 
 
b]  
I think that discussions can be advanced. If it’s a specific question or debate that takes hold of 
conversations, the two of you can think about what progress on the topic looks like. 
 
For example, we’ve had this conversation about conversations circling back to topics in the 
past, but now I’m giving a model under why this might happen. I’m also giving some potential 
remedies. Our conversation can now move to whether or not these tactics are effective, or 
whether or not my hypothesis does a good job of explaining things. 
 
Less meta example: Alice and Bob often talk about whether or not advertising has a strong 
effect on public attitudes. Sometimes they get into circles talking about whether or not a 
specific example (e.g. movies) counts as “advertising”. 
 
If, during one of their talks, Alice and Bob agree on a good definition of advertising (e.g. stuff 
that appears as ads in magazine), they can move forward and maybe examine the ways in 
which magazine ads might affect people and what those consequences might look like. 
 
Otherwise, reframing the question, adding new information, or (gasp!) going out into the real 
world and coming back with new data can all change the way the conversation is held. The 
main thing to aim at here is that the two people involved aren’t having the same discussion 
every time, that they’re not rederiving all of their insights from scratch each time, but are 
storing save points regularly. 
 
c]  
I think that oversaturation is definitely a thing that can happen. Things can get boring / droll 
with enough repetition. See, for example, how animals stop reacting to spooky shadows if you 
pass the shadow overhead enough times without pairing it with actual danger. Ditto for loud 
sounds. 
 
If you find that you’re seeing someone way too often to be good for either party, you might 
find the adage “absence makes the heart grow fonder” prescriptive. 
 
In the same way that old friends who haven’t seen each other in a while have a lot to “catch up 
on”, you can artificially introduce more variety by not seeing them. It gives you more of a 
chance to think (and maybe come up with new thoughts, perhaps ways to advance the 
discussion as found in b].) 
 
I think an interesting analog here is that of antifragility as described by Nassim Taleb, or that 
of hormesis. Introducing small hiccups and roadblocks to an otherwise smooth relationship 



might do good things in terms of building something more resilient. Something about how this 
can help you deal with over-reliance? 
 
For example, if Alice and Bob find that they’ve been talking too much and there’s nothing new 
(as they already update one another so often), then separating can give them more space to 
develop new edges and corners. This is good because then when Alice and Bob reconvene 
they can see how their new edges and corners fit together. 
 
Also, the obvious things about separation being highly underemphasized in Western romantic 
norms, so if I had to guess, I would say that people aren’t separating enough. 
 
So, if anything, the sorta counterintuitive result that introducing difficulties and obstacles can 
strengthen / change the nature of your interpersonal relationships. (Of course, some 
relationships might also die off because of this.) Needless to say, this isn’t something that’s 
always applicable.  
 
d] 
The last thing to do, is perhaps obviously, to do new things with your friend. Then you now 
have new shared experiences you can talk about. Lots of good activities in this category fall 
under comfort-zone expansion, building more intimacy, pushing more barriers. 
 
(There’s yet another question of whether or not you should max out your Intimacy stat with 
everyone, and whether or not more intimacy good all of the time / some of the time / almost 
none of the time. But I’ll relegate that for another time.) 
 
To sort of map out of the space, here’s a non-exhaustive, definitely overlapping list of things to 
try: 
 

1. Travel to a new place. 
2. Learn something new. 
3. Eat a new food. 
4. Have a threesome. 
5. Conduct an experiment. 
6. Buy something new. 
7. Take drugs. 
8. Climb a mountain. 

 
The key assumption across all of these tactics, of course, is that change of some sort seems 
integral to changing up the dynamic. Which sort of makes sense—otherwise, it’d be the case 
that doing nothing would lead to things changing.  
 



But of course, there seems to be some sort of tension here—people seem to want stability in 
their relationships (i.e. they want their relationships to last). But, as Kegan mentions, these 
hopes are often dashed: People marry for who their spouses are, not for who they’ll become. 
 
I think that ends up being a core conflict in how interpersonal relationships operate. There’s 
an inherent dichotomy, where people want their friends to stay with them, but they also 
expect change in their own lives. That is, their expectations might not be symmetric—they 
both want their friends to be by their side, but they also want change (e.g. a bigger house, 
more experiences, a healthier body). 
 
And the issue sort of comes when they don’t reflect and realize their friends also want change. 
 
Or, even if you don’t want change, in the same way that struggling (and perhaps some amount 
of suffering) seems like an important ingredient in producing the Human Experience™, change 
also appears to be an integral part of it. 
 
I’ll dive a little bit, now, into some of the philosophical implications of seeking novelty: 
 
2] 
As I mentioned earlier in 1], I think novelty can fade. Novelty has this sheen that slowly dies 
off.  
 
EX: I recall getting this Domo plush and I placed it on my bed. For the first two weeks, I 
thought it was the Cutest Thing Ever, and I kept noticing this great plush on my bed. After a 
while though, I looked at it, and I didn’t feel the same Tastiness. For a while, I felt like maybe I 
ought to be feeling the Tastiness, so I tried to intentionally force myself to feel excited about it. 
 
That...didn’t really work. 
 
Note how fading novelty dovetails well into the idea of the hedonic treadmill. If you’re 
consistently getting Good Interactions from a friend, this will likely reset your reference point / 
set point of what a “normal” conversation looks like, in a way that might ruin your other 
Not-As-Good Interactions. And thus you’re forced to keep pushing for deeper conversations / 
feel unfulfilled. 
 
(And if you are equating goodness with intimacy and you only have a few friends who you can 
talk about certain topics with, this is yet another reason certain deep topics will end up 
dominating your conversations.) 
 
If we merge this model with the idea of separation, we can see that separation is likely good 
because it, in a way, allows us to reset the set point of our hedonic treadmill. Sort of like how 
some people will switch up their productivity drugs to avoid getting addicted / losing the 
potency of their drugs. 



 
And it does look like this works, at least for the brain. Meaning that the question of separation 
might even have some sort of empirical answer—EX: “Alice and Bob should spend 68 hours 
away from one another to fully maximize their hedonic returns upon reconvening”. 
 
Nevermindhowfrighteningthatsounds. 
 
(“For the glory of empiricism!”) 
 
Ahem. So, yeah, back to novelty. There’s also some toy models behind why novelty fades / why 
it was helpful in the past.  
 
For example, if you always let yourself get distracted by the way that the grass shines in the 
morning light for the 300th morning in a row, you might miss the moment when the tiger—oh, 
guess that’s new too—pounces on you.  
 
Right, so one reason we stop noticing things which are constant in the environment is because 
they likely aren’t going to be the things killing us, seeing as they didn’t kill us in the past. In the 
modern day, this also leads to things like boredom with things like tape cassettes because 
better alternatives are available. I’m worried about the constant steady stream of 
reinforcement from things like Facebook accelerating the rate at which we acclimate to 
stimuli…  
 
But now we’re getting quite off-topic. Back to the philosophical implications of novelty: 
 
Given that many of my goals (make more people healthy, write exciting stories, etc.) seem to 
require things to change, I think that seeking novelty is good. Tempering that, of course, with 
my vague fears that society is letting novelty fade too quickly. 
 
With regards to interpersonal relationships, I think that stagnant relationships are ones which 
can suffer more. So in the antifragile spirit, doing new things seems good. 
 
But. 
 
But I’d also like to just sometimes sit in silence, to be stable while everything around us 
changes. There’s something comforting about running through the same grooves again. 
Sometimes, it’s fun to repeat things. (...”and do it again!”) 
 
I think that, if I were to prioritize between novelty and stability, I’d bias more towards stability. 
For me personally, I don’t think I handle change as well; I think life has enough tumult as it is, 
and having friends as bedrocks is nice. 
 



So I guess, I’m largely fine if conversations circle back to the same topic. I suppose that I’d tire 
of it at some point, and then maybe it’d be good to explore some of the tactics outlined in 1].  
 
As for seeking novelty… I think, in a semi-mindful spirit, there’s a lot more to pay attention to 
that we already miss. Looking at the nuances is an appreciative stance I choose to take. 
   



Full Circle: 
 
[In which I complain that I have written about everything that I could write about. Note this is 
not the last post of 2018, so clearly I was wrong.] 
 
I have not written many new blog posts this year. 
 
This is disappointing for me; I wish I had converted more time and thoughts into blog posts. 
For two years, like magic, a new mindlevelup post would appear every Friday. This past half 
year, coming up with new essays has been a lot more difficult. I’ll speculate on reasons in a 
moment, but I want to take the moment to say that I think there have been at least a few good 
posts this year—A Developmental Framework for Rationality and Musings on the Medium are 
both crystallizations of trains of thought I’ve been harboring for a while.  
 
I have not written many new blog posts this year.  
 
Why? 
 
By and large, when another Friday comes around, I feel…drained. I feel like I don’t have 
something blog-worth to write about. Part of this, at least, has to do with how my relationship 
with rationality has changed. I’m less intentional or goal driven—for example, I no longer have 
weekly or monthly check-ins. If I dive deeper into the feeling of not having something to write 
about, there’s a sort of dissatisfaction with repeating myself. I feel like the ideas in my head 
are just rehashes of existing essays I’ve already written. 
 
In the past, when this sort of feeling happened, I would go meta and inspect the process 
behind where the feeling of repetition came from. Except, now that I’ve already written about 
those essays, they form new existing essays that I pattern-match my thoughts on to. For every 
way that I think I can go meta, my brain helpfully reminds me that such thoughts are already 
covered ground. 
 
Here is an overview of my mental taxonomy of How Things I Write Are Secretly Just Reskins of 
Things I’ve Already Written: 
 
Say I’m tired of all this abstract reasoning? Maybe I just want to dive into the specifics of what 
makes rationality concepts useful in the first place?  
 
There’s an essay on that. 
 
Well, am I worried about the object-level impact of this blog then? Do I wonder if writing this 
stuff is even helpful? 
 
There’s an essay on that. 

https://mindlevelup.wordpress.com/mindlevelup-the-book/starting-advice/
https://mindlevelup.wordpress.com/2016/08/12/is-mindlevelup-even-helpful/


 
Huh. Say, maybe I’m wondering about the meta-level effects of writing in general? Am I 
wondering about the ways in which writing can affect rationality as a field? 
 
There’s an essay on that. And another longer essay on that. 
 
Okay. But what about abstracting over the entire process of even approaching rationality, 
about the different approaches one can take? Going meta on rationality itself? 
 
There’s an essay on that. 
 
Oh. How about abstracting over the entire process about how it feels bad to revisit old ideas in 
the first place? The very problem I’m having right now? 
 
There’s an essay on that. 
 
Um. What about how just because I think that these essays are secretly reskins, there’s actually 
subtle differences here, and those differences are important? That my surface-level 
pattern-matching is faulty? 
 
There’s an essay on that. 
 
Ack. What about going meta on this whole process and writing about how it’s been hard to 
write things—you guessed it. 
 
There’s an essay on that (and no, it’s not this one you’re reading).  
 
All in all, that’s already several levels of meta. It feels binding, like I’ve partitioned the space of 
possible essays into the above categories. For every new essay idea I come up, a part of me 
believes that it’s just another instantiation of the spirit behind one of the above essays. 
 
It’s like the way that Red, in Pokemon: Origin Of Species, describes Pokemon types—if you’ve 
already decided that attributes X, Y, and Z slot into categories A, B, and C, how do you know 
when you’ve discovered a new type?  
 
The broader question, of course, is “When do your categories fail to be sufficient to describe 
the territory?” And that requires attention to be paid to the little places where things seem not 
quite right. 
 
Clearly, then, the correct answer to this bind of sorts…was to write yet another meta-essay 
about the nature of this constriction. I think putting it into this sort of perspective has helped 
me get a grasp for which things I might not feel too enthused to write about for the short-term 
future. 

https://mindlevelup.wordpress.com/2017/11/03/writing-as-input-vs-writing-as-output/
https://mindlevelup.wordpress.com/2018/04/28/meditations-on-the-medium/
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https://mindlevelup.wordpress.com/2017/12/29/conceptual-similarity-does-not-imply-actionable-similarity/
https://mindlevelup.wordpress.com/2017/12/05/back-to-square-one/


 
All that means, though, is that I’ll be questing off for some more curious things which break 
my conceptions. 
   



Musings on Growth: 
 
[I’m trying to resolve confusions I have brought on when I realize that people forget most of 
what they learn by default. Yet we still seem to get better at things. I bring up a model of 
passively learning certain things and that people who are successful at certain fields are using 
better learning strategies. Probably still wrong and confused, but <feels good to write a new 
blog post>] 
 
I’ve noticed myself confused about how to think about growth. I have two conflicting lines of 
thought: (1) Most of what we learn is not retained, and yet, (2) across many domains, we seem 
to be able to build off prior knowledge and advance anyway. What’s going on here? 
 
Well, first off, our default methods for learning are suboptimal. As I’ve pointed out before, 
there is a pernicious illusion of understanding that can creep up on you. Reading a textbook 
can feel like you’re “studying”, but unless you’re actually testing yourself along the way, you’ll 
be wasting your time. Similarly, coming up with a math proof is far more difficult than 
verifying that is correct, but, internally, they can feel like the same thing. (See Conceptual 
Similarity Does Not Imply Actionable Similarity and Recognizing vs Generating for more 
examples.) Furthermore, it seems like our ability recall decays exponentially, meaning that, in 
a short amount of time, we fail to remember much of what we learn.  
 
Anecdotally, it’s often the case that people freely admit they remember little of what they 
learned in the past. People often say things like, “Ah, it’s been a while…I don’t really 
remember” and this is a socially acceptable excuse for not being able to recall many details. 
I’ve had difficulty reviewing things like notes I’ve taken in different classes. I can remember 
that there was a time when the notes made more sense, but they don’t make sense now. The 
memory of fluency is there, but not the fluency itself. 
 
This illusion of understanding paired with the decay seems to imply that most of what we read 
proves to be largely inaccessible in the long run, let alone actionable. If you believe strongly in 
having what we learn influence what we do, this is worrying. This means the quality your 
information diet would seem to have little effect on your long-term outcomes.  
 
There are once again considerations involving fading novelty here. For example, though 
re-reading a book might better help solidify its ideas in your head, if you’ve (perhaps 
mistakenly) marked something as “already read”, then you’ll be driven to other, newer / shinier 
options. 
 
What all this seems to point to is that the cards are stacked against us when we’re trying to 
learn anything at all. So what’s actually going on when people do in fact learn things and 
improve? 
 



One thing is that we do have a good idea of what it takes to improve our recall. Spaced 
repetition, deliberate practice, and retrieval practice are all well-documented interventions 
which outperform our defaults when it comes to building more explicit knowledge. So perhaps 
people who see a lot of growth of this type are those who’ve managed to discover these 
strategies and use them?  
 
It does seem like there are generalized principles for learning well which stay roughly the 
same across different disciplines. For example, ensuring that your practice environment is 
very similar to your performance environment, e.g. how a magician wants to practice their 
tricks in front of spectators, rather than just in front of a mirror or how a driver wants to 
practice driving on the actual road, rather than just in the parking lot. 
 
That seems to condemn everyone else, though, to a fate of nener learning much at all. Yet, 
most people seem to be able to improve at some things, simply given time. 
 
Something we often observe is the Pareto Principle—most of the impact can often be traced 
back to just a few of the contributors, rather than being more equally spread amongst all of 
the contributors. So perhaps it’s okay that we forget most of what we learn if it turns out that 
the small amounts we do remember end up being responsible for our growth. Taken at face 
value, though, this seems too optimistic. Anyone who’s kicked themselves for forgetting a 
crucial formula on a test knows how unreliable our memory can be, if left to its own devices. 
 
But what does seem interesting to tug at is the notion of experience. We seem to develop 
better models and expectations for how things work by virtue of just interacting with them for 
a while. This is largely a passive process that doesn’t look like the intentional process I 
described earlier for maximizing our learning. The sort of benefits afforded to us by 
experience feel more implicit than the explicit knowledge I had in mind when I talked about 
growth in the passages above. It’s the difference between “I’ve had similar experiences 100 
times before, so I think the result will look like this” and “I’ve got a model with gears that 
explains why the result will look like this”. 
 
So perhaps the original way I was thinking of growth was mistaken. Maybe explicit knowledge 
doesn’t capture most of how people grow and there’s this other class of implicit knowledge— 
things we know but can’t clearly recall or explicate. And perhaps implicit knowledge can 
explain how we grow. 
 
If this is the case, then a question to investigate is “For a given field, to what extent does 
success appear to come from implicit vs explicit knowledge?” 
 
I think Implicit knowledge is important for “performance” areas like sports, martial arts, sales, 
and public speaking. These are situations where there is some given setting with a set of 
standard rules, the goal does not vary much, and you’re interacting with other humans. You 
don’t have time in a performance to pause and consult detailed references. Doing so would 



break the flow of the performance. Thus, experience, with its non-verbal models, is what you 
rely on.  
 
But that’s not everything. There are also areas where explicit knowledge plays a bigger role. 
Much has been written about “mathematical intuition” and the insights that seem to come 
only from experience, but I think this misses the obvious—at its core, you still need to be able 
to have a strong command of how concepts link to one another in order to make progress. 
And the manipulations used in proofs seem like explicit models, requiring recall. These types 
of manipulations and models seem to span most sciences, where what you need models of is 
something that’s rather alien-looking, compared to the sorts of phenomena our brains have 
been dealing with for most of our evolutionary history. Models in the sciences have precision 
or a sense of discreteness that is often absent from implicit models; it is difficult to port our 
gut feelings into this framework. 
 
From this, a potential answer emerges: implicit knowledge can be thought of as being effective 
at modeling humans, relationships, conflicts, and other mainstays across most of human 
society. Explicit knowledge is effective in domains where our intuitions and non-verbal models 
fail us. This shows up when looking at things we have not had to model for most of human 
history (EX: gears-like models of nature) and requires a different type of knowledge. 
 
Thus, we should expect to see more passive growth in domains where experience can provide 
better models over time of the environment and less passive growth in domains where 
experience is a mistaken guide.  
 
More speculatively, perhaps this is why people seem to think of themselves as not having a 
“knack” or “talent” for the sciences? If our default strategies for learning lend themselves less 
easily to the optima when it comes to gaining explicit knowledge, their suspicions might not be 
far off. Rather than a knack, though, perhaps what they lack is a good set of strategies for 
improving?  
   



Fading Novelty Revisited: 
 
[I give an overview of what I think is one of the biggest experiential philosophical hurdles.] 
 
A core aspect of human experience is our pursuit of novelty. There is something tantalizing 
about seeking out new pleasures, sensations, and experiences that feels hard-coded into how 
we operate. “Variety is the spice of life” and all that. 
 
Conversely, things which were once new eventually lose their shine over time, and our search 
for novelty continues. Things which once enamored us are left by the wayside as our attention 
is captured by shinier, newer things. “The novelty has faded” and all that. 
 
A few examples to drive the point home: 

1. Songs which sounded so entrancing upon the first few listenings become dull after 
being put on repeat. 

2. Foods which were so delicious during the first few tastings become bland after being 
eaten day after day. 

3. Clothes which looked so beautiful when initially worn fade into yet another outfit after 
being worn over and over. 
 

Repetition dulls us. 
 
In psychology, this phenomenon whereby repeated exposure to a stimulus leads to a 
decreased response is typically referred to as satiation or habituation. (This is rather 
unfortunate, as I’ve become accustomed to using “habituate” to refer to the act of making 
something a habit, which makes searching for papers on Google Scholar confusing.) This 
general pattern of a reduced response is quite ubiquitous across nature. For example, animals 
which leap into a prepared state upon hearing a loud noise soon grow to ignore it if the noise 
isn’t paired with actual danger. 
 
In short, it’s a basic form of learning. 
 
From a survival standpoint, a bias towards newness is reasonable. Things in our environment 
which did not change, e.g. trees, shrubs, or familiar tribe members, likely presented less of a 
threat than new additions, e.g. fresh tracks, gathering storm clouds, or a stranger in our midst.  
 
Had we not had such a filter for newness, our thoughts might have looked like: 
“Oh wow, that’s new! Look at that majestic tree! It looks just as good as it did yesterday! Oh 
wow, that’s new! Look at that lush grass! It’s so fluffy! Oh wow, that’s new! Look at that tiger. 
It’s so— ” 
 
Constantly taking note of everything in your environment is costly; focusing on just what’s new 
is an effective optimization that often doesn’t require much of a trade-off. 



Yet, despite it’s useful roots, I think that fading novelty is also responsible for some of the 
difficulties we experience with learning and self-improvement. 
 

**** 
 
On the self-improvement side of things, I think fading novelty makes practicing rationality 
skills more difficult because it hampers habit creation and contributes to the illusion of 
understanding. 
 
Consider the process of creating a new habit: 
 
When starting a new regimen, be it a new diet, productivity app, or exercise, there is often an 
initial burst of success. Our undertaker in question may have such thoughts as: 
“Yes, finally! This is the [thing] that will work for me! Look at how well things have been going! 
This is effective in all the ways that previous [things] have not! This time, it’ll be different!” 
I’ve personally thought things along these lines when switching up my productivity app of 
choice, from Google Keep to Workflowy to Google Drive to Dynalist to Evernote. 
 
But of course, I think that the initial excitement / effectiveness of switching something new has 
little to do with the actual merits of the new thing compared to the old. The real difference is 
the mere change itself—by changing to something new, your brain is now more interested. 
 
Now, I don’t mean to necessarily knock this initial burst of excitement. I’m glad that humans 
have the ability to jump-start new projects, and switching to something novel seems to be one 
of the easiest motivation hacks we have at our disposal.  
 
However, I think that this decay over time (from our initial excitement) is often not factored in 
when people start new regimens. 
Novelty fades, and it seems to do so at a rate faster than the rough baseline of two months 
needed to form a habit. This leads to an overall negative cycle where someone might try out a 
new rationality skill or productivity app, experience an initial surge of success, and then, after 
having become acclimated, give up too easily. This can lead someone to switch constantly, 
never sticking with something long enough for it to become a habit. 
 
Taken to extremes, you’ll look like the rationality junkie described in In Defense of The 
Obvious, where you’re compelled to seek out ever-more radical solutions because you’ve 
exhausted the benefit provided to you by more “normal” or “obvious” interventions. 
 

**** 
 
Cue someone reviewing a topic they’ve seen before: 
 

https://mindlevelup.wordpress.com/mindlevelup-the-book/starting-advice/
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The decreased response we get from the same stimulus plays a pernicious role in learning 
where I think it contributes to a sense of false understanding. In the same way that a song 
heard over and over becomes easy to recognize, something analogous with books that we 
read over and over, as well as concepts we review over and over. Fading novelty leads us to 
think we understand something, when we really might not. 
 
Because novelty fades, subjects we try to learn might start to look dull before we’ve actually 
mastered them, and this dullness could be interpreted as understanding. Thus, when trying to 
review, you might think “This doesn’t seem new to me. Of course I already know this”, except 
that “know” has been substituted to mean one of the easier recognition-based checks for 
understanding, rather than one of the harder actionable-based checks. 
 
Compare the previous thought with: 
 
“Huh. This looks familiar, but I don’t think I could have come up with this idea by myself, nor 
could I explain it to someone else. So even though it doesn't seem new, I think I need more 
review.” 
 
Here are some more examples where substitution happens: 
 

1. If someone gives us advice, we’ll often ask ourselves “Have I heard similar advice 
before?” instead of “Could I act on this advice, and if so, what are some examples?” 

2. When reviewing math, it’s easier to ask ourselves “Do these symbols look familiar?” 
instead of “If I covered up the steps, could I reproduce this proof?” 

3. Similarly, when reading a book, it's easier to check "Have I read these words already?" 
instead of "Did these words give me ideas I hadn't considered before?" 

 
Due to fading novelty, we interpret familiarity as recognition and make the fallacious leap 
towards equating this with comprehension. You can end up lulling yourself into a false sense 
of understanding, which in turn can hinder you from putting in more effort towards areas 
where you do in fact need improvement. 
 
The aforementioned two areas, habit formation and learning, are where I am predominantly 
concerned about fading novelty presenting challenges. They are both centered around the 
efforts of an individual and self-improvement. On a broader scale, I think similar issues 
manifest. 
 
For example, in the sciences, there is often a larger focus on coming up with novel results than 
replicating previous studies. Similarly, I think this also part of why the rationality community 
has few good introductory texts—once you’re “in the know”, it might not feel very motivating 
to write down the intro stuff because it’s no longer new and hence no longer exciting. 
 

**** 



 
I think interventions which aim to solve the issues I've outlined will either try to reduce the 
dulling caused by habituation or find another more invariant form of reinforcement to carry 
us through repetition after repetition. 
 
Psychologists have identified several factors which contribute to the feeling of fading novelty. 
They include perceived variety, quantity, and stimulus strength. The important thing to note 
here is that the sensation of habituation is largely a psychological one. Experiments which 
changed the amount of attention participants paid to relevant factors were found to either 
increase or decrease the amount of consumption before satiety kicked in. 
 
This seems to indicate that we can reduce the effects through altering our perception of these 
factors. 
 
For more simple problems like fatigue brought on by satiation during studying, this suggests 
using something like context switching to make it seem like a greater amount of time has 
passed. In other words, taking 10 minutes to do something very different to take your mind off 
work can do a lot more to improve your willingness to continue than spending 20 minutes idly 
staring at the same textbook pages. 
 
However, it does seem more difficult to apply such a strategy towards habit creation, given 
that frequency is what we want to max out on. Trying to trick ourselves into thinking that we 
didn't do the habit often seems counterproductive. 
 
I can think of some applications, but they're a bit a stretch. For example, using a productivity 
app with a dull UI ("You can't have the novelty fade if it isn't even exciting to use the first time 
around!") or an app that randomly changes its UI (which might lead to compulsions to open 
the app, absent the intended reason). 
 
Perhaps it would be more tractable to look for a different psychological approach. In addition 
to our cravings for novelty, humans also have a drive for optimization. We want things to get 
better, we're always on the lookout for improvement. This drive to improve can be used to cut 
through the humdrum that repetition brings on. Ideally, this is what Good Practice is about. 
Athletes and performers channel this attitude a lot, I think. Their work consists of executing a 
small set of skills, but they need to do them over and over, well past the point of novelty, in 
pursuit of perfection. 
 
For reviewing topics we think we know, this altered view will hopefully substitute back in the 
more practical actionable-based checks for understanding. In addition, I think the practicing 
analogy can bring up additional inspiration for ways to improve. For example, there might be 
questions like "Can I execute this skill even when I am tired or distracted?" or "How easy is this 
to do with my eyes closed?" which normally make sense in a practice context, but could be 
ported with analogs over to a learning context. 

https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/127b/50c7dda51329899f65c021e255b476a698ab.pdf


 
This attitude has parallels to deliberate practice (see here and here for overviews), of being 
more intentional and analytical about which areas to improve on. 
 
Given that life is all about change, I don't think it's coherent to fully have a view that separates 
itself from seeking novelty. But I think this is useful insofar as it shifts the scope, so that it 
focuses on change with regards to the same task, rather than the task itself. 
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Normative vs Descriptive Confusions: 
[Do I want to take my inclinations and wants as signs of the way that I really am, or do I want 
to strive to change myself into who I want to be?] 
 
I’ve been pretty confused lately about trying to think about how seriously I should be 
interpreting literary things. Or, not exactly literary things, but more like “life philosophies”. 
What I’m trying to point at is that there seem to be a whole bunch of people with lots of 
opinions on how life works, and I’m just feeling very lost about what level they’re speaking on. 
 
Basically stuff where people assert that <thing in life> is <metaphorical thing>. 
 
For example, here is Viktor Frankl on love: 
 
“Love is the only way to grasp another human being in the innermost core of his personality. 
No one can become fully aware of the very essence of another human being unless he loves 
him…Furthermore, by his love, the loving person enables the beloved person to actualize 
these potentialities. By making him aware of what he can be and of what he should become, 
he makes these potentialities come true.” 
 
I don’t know what to take this as. Sometimes when people say philosophical things like this, 
they mean it in a metaphorical sense.  
 
Like, if I said something like:  
 
“Life is just an endless series of waits—you wait for your food, for your diploma, and finally, 
for death. Things are always on pause, and we never truly hit play.”  
 
In my life-philosophy-aphorism-thingy, I’m just abstracting some parts of life and emphasizing 
them. My point might be something like “When you spend all your time looking forward to 
things, you miss the present,” and maybe this means it’s good to pay more attention to things 
currently happening.  
 
But, in his quote, Frankl seems to also be trying to imply something about how the world 
works. In addition to pointing out how love is a powerful way to understand others, he also 
seems to state that by loving others, you are able to bring them to new heights and help their 
growth. 
 
Does he actually mean that, or is it just to further the metaphor? 
 
Now, the sort of obvious response is “Well, of course Frankl meant it at least somewhat 
metaphorically. People can love one another and still drag each other down, so we know it’s 
not true all of the time.” 
 



But that’s not what I’m concerned about. My question is more something like, “Is this model of 
love enabling growth a useful model to have?”  
 
Some more context: 
 
At all times, I’m carrying simplified models of social dynamics that are general-case heuristics. 
I operate off of narrative and mythic-ness; through the lens I look at the world through, I 
shape my experience. I’m always injecting this extra ontological layer onto the world.  
 
For example, there’s something that feels like quest completion when I do things that are 
topically related to goals I care about, e.g. I finish reading a textbook on AI.  
 
Thus, I’m always very unsure when people say things about life because I don’t know what 
sense of true-ness to be taking them on, and to what extent I should be incorporating them 
into this extra “meaning layer” vs my default model of “how the world works”. 
 
This is sort of like the normative vs descriptive distinction found in other areas like ethics and 
economics: It’s never clear to me if any given life philosophy is supposed to give an idealized 
version of how a certain thing in life should be/feel like, or if they’re asserting that it’s how 
things actually work. 
 
(I mean, in most cases, the aphoristic life philosophies you see are going to be sacrificing full 
coverage for more brevity, so there will undoubtedly be edge cases they fail to cover. But I 
would still classify one of them as descriptive if their point is to compress categories, rather 
than to put forth a new version of how something should be.) 
 
I have a lot of difficulty differentiating between these two areas because the boundaries 
between “how the mind could work” and “how the mind currently works” feel very, very fuzzy 
to me. 
 
Like, if I bumped into a life philosophy that said something like “Willpower does not exist,” I 
can see myself actually seriously taking that into consideration.  
 
Sure, after incorporating it into my worldview, you could probably still identify times where I 
get tired, circle it, and yell, “Aha! You see! You clearly ran out of willpower here! So you didn’t 
actually act on this piece of life philosophy. Therefore, it must have been just metaphorical!” 
 
But that’s not the point. Rather, it’s something like, from the inside, I would have a different 
experience and would likely account my tiredness to something else, maybe something that 
would lead to less guilt and shame versus if I had just felt bad that my willpower was 
insufficient. 
 
So, really, this is about wants vs reality.  



 
I don’t know to what extent I should exert my desires about social things and attempt to map 
them onto reality vs pay attention to what’s going in reality and infer what that means about 
my wants. 
 
In other non self-improvement areas, I find this a lot less difficult of a debate, often because 
reality wins out as the final arbiter. In engineering, for instance, reality is already a fixed set of 
rules, so using those, you attempt to find the closest approximation to your wants. 
 
But when it comes to mental stuff, it’s difficult because there’s entanglement between your 
models of how the world works and how you actually behave in said world. Like in the above 
example, we might expect that someone who doesn’t believe in willpower could actually see 
better results, independent of whether or we could identify patterns of phenomena that we’d 
label “willpower”. A lot of this has to do with how fuzzy our labels are for mental things and 
how easily we reify such descriptive labels. 
 
So it’s hard because whenever I discover something that seems like a bias or a weakness, 
there seem to be two very distinct responses I could try: One is to look inwards, see what’s 
going on, and maybe end up accepting it as a genuine need, and then working around it. The 
other is to look at it and then compare it to some idealized version of how I “want” things to 
work, and then endeavor to mold myself more into that sort of person. 
 
The hidden conflict here, then becomes a question of “Do I want to make myself more of the 
person I already want to be, or do I want to learn more about what sort of person I “really” 
am?” 
 
More practically, I find this a difficult conundrum because it’s hampering my ability to make 
judgment calls on what is actually possible in principle.  
 
Like, human minds are actually pretty powerful. People can do crazy shit like stay outside for 
hours in freezing temperatures, memorize multiple decks of shuffled cards, or read over four 
hundred pages in an hour. I myself have done things that, at one point or another, I thought 
would be semi-impossible to do. (Most of these are thing in close-up magic which require 
large amounts of finger dexterity.) 
 
The point being that I do in fact think that it’d be good to take some of these 
seemingly-metaphorical claims seriously and actually attempt to work towards them, because, 
it seems plausible that I could in fact modify myself accordingly. 
 
But I don’t know which ones. 
 
And maybe most importantly, I myself have opinions on how social things should be! There 
are ways that I wish humans would work that contradicts existing psychological research, and 



I don’t know if the right move is to take the research model as given and look for ways to 
debias or to say “Screw it” and push on for a solution nonetheless, shooting for a better way to 
impart my own wants onto reality. 
 
For example, fading novelty seems to imply that relationships will lose their luster over time. 
What if you just told yourself this wasn’t how it worked, and then made yourself still feel 
excited about things, 10 years down the line?  
 
Yes, this is still a really fuzzy line, as any intervention you take might involve things like 
messing with neurotransmitters or other biological things which you’d need a descriptive 
model of, in order to affect things in the first place.  
 
In this example, I think that if you were trying to infer your wants from this phenomenon, you 
might think that this implied that you were unable to form lasting bonds with people, or 
something like that, so you would only go for short-term relationships, while the luster was 
still there. 
 
Whereas, if you take reality as-is and then enforce your wants anyway, I think this is still an 
instance of acting more prescriptively, even if you’re acting off a descriptive model. 
 
Overall, this entire discussion seems to have the same flavor as the distinction between 
rationality techniques which place restrictions/systems in place (e.g. precommitment, habit 
formation) and those which aim for alignment (e.g. Focusing, Internal Double Crux). 
 
I’m still not sure how to resolve these conflicting intuitions.  
   



A Simplified Model of Communication: 
[An overview of how I think of information being transmitted between people.] 
 
A simplified way I think about communication is with a multi-stage model, where the 
information flows from one step to the next, often becoming transformed along the way, sort 
of like the game of Telephone.  
 
By “communication”, I mean to refer to the process by which an idea travels from one person’s 
head to another’s. When discussed in this manner, it is relevant to questions I have about 
pedagogy and the nature of media, i.e. how to teach things and how the vehicles we use to 
transmit information affect the process. 
 
At each step, I will go over what happens to the information being presented.  
 
Here is basic multi-stage example to start us off: 
 
Ankit has a thought about the question of consciousness. 
He writes it down into an essay and sends it to Beth. 
Beth reads the essay and interprets the ideas in her head. 
She excitedly explains them to Cai Yi. 
 
If we track the development of the idea, as it goes through host to host, there are several 
natural places where the idea is stored: 
 

1. Your mind. 
2. The initial medium. 
3. Primary receiver’s mind. 
4. Primary receiver’s medium. 
5. Secondary receiver’s mind. 
6. and so on 

 
I think it is easier to think of each stage as a place where the idea lives, and potential changes 
to the idea happen as it transitions from stage to stage. 
 
Let’s dive into the stages: 
 
Your Mind: 
This is the initial place where the idea is generated. Oftentimes, the generative factors for your 
idea, i.e. the things that caused you to think about it in the first place, might not be explicit. 
They might instead be aliefs, experiences, or emotional responses. More verbal or explicit 
models, of course, can also play a role. And while you can trust yourself to have some sort of 
underlying reasoning, the base justifications aren’t always available. 
 



Inside your own head, you also have immediate access to a lot of different trails of thought. A 
big benefit is being able to quickly pick up a combination of very disparate types of internal 
objects and composing them to bolster your initial idea. This immediacy can also lend a 
nebulous quality to idea composition. You can have mental pointers to cached thoughts and 
make gratuitous use of them to reference different ideas.  
 
Because everything is directly available, there’s not necessarily a need to have things be neat 
or tidy.  
 
 
Initial Medium: 
When moving your idea from your head to your first medium, there is an immediate bias 
towards writing down explicit models. Much of this has to do with the linearity of our speech 
and text, i.e. our default mediums—they encourage a paradigm of progression. As a result, 
there is pressure to move away from the subtle and non-verbalized reasons that make up your 
idea and towards more legible ones. 
 
Legible ideas are easier to transmit because they adapt well to the intermediary mediums we 
use to bridge minds. Showing a chain of “and then this leads to this” makes sense when our 
essays read top to bottom and when audio is heard from start to finish.  
 
At this secondary stage, your reasoning or explanation may already change. While it can be 
useful to seek a clearer way to express what is in our minds, the question we answer changes 
from “Why do I think this?” to “How can I write/say what I am thinking and why?” 
 
 
Primary Receiver’s Mind: 
Now that you’ve put your thoughts into a medium, it goes and travels into someone else’s 
head. Here, I think the best case is that the primary receiver comes away with the explicit 
models you intended to put into the medium. 
 
Often, though, that doesn’t even happen. People often skim material; a lossy transfer of 
information is the norm. 
 
Here’s a diagram showing what might happen: 
 
<insert image> 
 
Overall, even during just one-on-one communication, there’s multiple stages of interpretation 
happening. There’s a double illusion of transparency which can happen. From the speaker’s 
perspective, things make sense as they can match up their words to their thoughts. From the 
listener’s perspective perspective, things make sense because they can match what they 
received with their thoughts.  



 
But unless both sides check in to see that the things which make sense to them are the same 
thing, then we run the risk of miscommunication. The speaker might fail to give useful 
Generators, and the listener might just pattern-match to existing insights. 
 
 
Moving Forward: 
What are some of the implications of this model? I think the most important one is that 
miscommunication, even just minor ones, are the norm. It’s far too easy to jump to the 
optimistic conclusion that both sides are talking about the same thing. To change this, the 
basic prescription is to put in more effort in ohw we give and receive information. 
 
More actionably speaking, here is some Obvious Advice: 
 

1. Paraphrase what you are hearing. If you think that you picked up on what the 
important bits were, hand them back to the speaker for verification, i.e. “I thought you 
said that X was the important part. Is that right?” 
 

2. Give and get examples. As the explainer, it is very helpful to triangulate concepts with 
examples. As the receiver, you can use example to help with paraphrasing to see if 
you’ve understood the point. 
 

3. Asking for more clarification and reducing your own confidence in your comprehension 
abilities. Next time you think you know what’s happening, seriously consider the 
possibility that you could be mistaken.  
 

4. When communicating, pay attention to the stage after the one you are currently on. For 
example, when writing, it can be useful to also be thinking about how a third-party 
might respond to the words you write, in addition to focusing on translating your 
thoughts to the medium.   

https://mindlevelup.wordpress.com/2017/09/24/recognizing-vs-generating/


Lettings Others Be Vulnerable: 
[Because people are predisposed to give others good impressions, when our relationships 
deepen, it’s more likely that we’ll have to revise our initial “perfect” models of the other 
person. For the person doing the updating, it can internally feel uncomfortable. I outline this 
dynamic and argue why it’s important to push through nonetheless.] 
 
Recently, I drew a comic about the importance of being accepting when someone opens up to 
you. I think I did a passable job of condensing the main points into the text, but I figured that a 
more in-depth explanation was probably worth a blog post in itself. Plus, it’s been a while since 
the last blog post, and I’ve been doing a very poor job sticking to my supposed weekly release 
schedule. 
 
Here’s the comic, if you haven’t seen it: 
 
<INSERT COMIC> 
 
Before we begin, a quick clarification: I am agnostic about whether or not the relationships I 
describe below are of a romantic nature or not. I think that the process of “becoming closer to 
someone” is roughly the same, no matter the relationship type. 
 
In the above comic, it’s not exactly clear how people are supposed to be “interacting”. To make 
things clearer, below is an illustration simplified model I’ll be using throughout the essay. (I 
stole the idea of representing people as 2-D shapes from Kevin Simler’s fantastic essay on 
Personhood, which I’d also recommend checking out.) 
 
This is a person. They have a lot of things inside of them, and some of them get shown to 
other people: 
 
<insert image> 
 
On the outside, on their surface edges, they have nice, smooth, grooves on the outside. They 
are the pieces that make connecting with other people. 
 
<insert image> 
 
On the inside, we have lots of pointier pieces that we keep hidden, the pieces which might 
cause disagreement. If we were to let them out, they might grate against other people. 
 
<insert image> 
 
Our external surface represents the facets of ourselves that we show, be it the words we 
speak, the reactions we show, and the body language we display. Our interactions can be 

https://meltingasphalt.com/personhood-a-game-for-two-or-more-players/


thought to involve our edges bumping into each other. So we’re choosy about what gets 
shown and what gets kept hidden. 
 
Sometimes, this choosiness is explicit, like selecting which jokes to tell to signal you’re part of 
some in-group (EX: “If we’re ordering pizza, make sure to get two boxes!”). Other times, it’s 
implicit, like the pauses in our speech and the way we behave (EX: interrupting less when the 
other speaker seems important). 
 
The default action, I think, is to push for being agreeable, and this drive sometimes even 
trumps being true to our beliefs. We want to be able to look good in front of other people, and 
we want to be liked. This means that when we meet people, both sides selectively focus on 
actions which allow for a harmonious interaction.  
 
What makes for a “harmonious interaction”? 
 
First off, norms. There are shared expectations for what polite interaction looks like (though 
what the norm is, exactly, might differ between cultures or sub-groups), and we will have a 
tendency to focus on steering our interactions to follows such expectations, partially because 
other people expect us to. (See Simler’s essay on Personhood for more on how the recursive 
justification for norms bottom out.) 
 
On top of that, there is a tendency for our relationships with people to fall into different roles. 
In fact, many of our roles are defined by the limits of what we are and aren’t willing to share. 
Some example potential roles are below: 
 

● Your co-workers, the people you talk about work with. 
● Your drinking friends, the people you joke with and go do fun things with. 
● Your longtime friends, the people you reminisce with. 

 
But what happens when our interactions break through the defaults, the norms, and the roles? 
Social psychology tells us that relationships deepen with iterated sharing, as both sides open 
up and become more vulnerable. But what does all of that really entail? What counts as 
vulnerable? And when it happens, what does the whole deepening process feel like, to the two 
people in the relationship? 
 
I think the first piece of the puzzle has to do with our internal models of others, i.e. the picture 
we have of them in our heads. The models we have are largely going to be based off of the 
edges the other person shows, as those are the most visible pieces of information. We’re often 
incentivized to improve the models other people have us because said model shapes how 
others treat us. Their model will determine the predictions they make, the recommendations 
they give, and how they behave. The more accurate it is, we might reason, the better they can 
help us out.  
 



One reason to share more, then, is that we’re trying to give the other party a better picture of 
what we’re “really” like, so that they can interact with us in more relevant ways. On top of this, 
I think we also like to feel validated—knowing that someone else has a grasp of all the things 
in our head can make us feel less alone. 
 
When we start to share information about ourselves, though, it’s likely not going to be stuff 
that makes us look good. Our best qualities are likely already on display at our edges. The stuff 
we keep beneath, then, is disproportionately likely to be the stuff we don’t want other people 
to see (at least not immediately). Herein lies our fears, our insecurities, our prejudices, and our 
perversions. It’s going to be things which are more likely to cause disagreement, to make 
people like us less.  
 
This is the stuff we were perhaps hesitant to share at first because it likely didn’t help 
contribute to a harmonious interaction.  
 
It’s strong, sometimes dark, stuff. For the person revealing such information, there’s a lot of 
trust involved. Vulnerability, I think, has a lot to do with how damning the information you’re 
providing is. When we share something that the other person could use to hurt us, we’re 
demonstrating that we trust them. Though they could, we don’t think they will. It might still be 
scary (after all, there is still potential risk involved), but we’re willing to swallow that fear. 
 
From a feelings-based perspective, opening up can feel bonding. If you open up and receptive 
and acknowledging, you feel comforted. There’s a feeling of security when you know that the 
person on the other side is willing to listen and accept whatever it is you tell them. 
 
But for the receiver to be able to be accepting is where I think the second difficulty lies, and I 
think this part of the share/receive model of vulnerability has been given less attention. 
 
From the receiver’s perspective, they learned something new about the speaker which likely 
clashes with their existing model. They initially had a model which was nice and neat, of a 
pleasant person. As the other side opens up, all the initial reasons they had to be close to the 
other side can feel dwarfed by the new information being shared. Doubts like “Did I misjudge 
the other person? Is this what they’re ‘really’ like?” can arise. 
 
There seems to be a potential unfortunate dynamic where people are drawn together and 
then are subsequently pulled apart after opening up because both sides start to show their 
messier edges. 
 
I think a key skill of compassion and understanding is to be able to remember that everything 
you learn is true. People are a lot of things. They are the excellent person you knew them as, 
with all their positive qualities. And they are also the strange person they’ve revealed 
themselves to be, with all their secret grudges and sadnesses. People are a huge mix of beliefs, 
feelings, thoughts, words, and matter.  



 
But, given the roles that we usually play, we typically hold only a fraction of those in mind 
when we’re interacting with someone.  
 
For example, it might suffice to think of the professor in lecture as just another Mentor figure. 
You might reason, “They are there to Teach, and I am here to Learn,” with all the associated 
baggage that comes with the student-teacher role. This sort of “reduction to roles” can be seen 
as dehumanizing, but it happens regardless. Roles can be thought of as compressed ways of 
representing rules of how to interact. Oftentimes, having a fully nuanced model of the other 
person is just...not very relevant to the interaction at hand, and you can get along fine with a 
simplified model of the other person that highlights only a few relevant qualities. 
 
I’m not knocking the use of social roles or trades. It’s fine that some of your interactions are 
transactional; many of our interactions in life are. 
 
But when someone opens up, they’re trying to tell you more about themselves, and you likely 
want to learn more about them. It’s a different sort of interaction altogether. You want to 
appreciate them as the human that they are, rather than abstract them away with a simplified 
model that attempts to 80/20 how they work.  
 
And because we’re predisposed to have our nice and neat models of the other person, as well 
as compressed role-based models, it can be difficult to fit this new, messy model of the other 
person in mind. It’s easier to focus on just the negatives or just the positives. And 
unfortunately, our oft-demonstrated negativity bias means that the bad parts can easily 
dominate our overall judgment. 
 
This why I think it’s so important to bias towards cultivating a state of mind where you can be 
appreciative of other people opening up, even when it seems like the more you learn about 
them, the less there is the two of you have in common. 
 
What are the components of this attitude? 
 
One part is reframing the way we look at people being vulnerable, as I outlined above. When 
you learn more about someone, it is very likely that you’ll learn information that will make you 
feel less agreeable, close, or drawn to someone. The very fact that they’re sharing such 
information, though, is itself a sign of closeness.  
 
Still, it can be disappointing to learn that our model of someone was wrong, when it turns out 
they’re not “the person we knew”. From an epistemological standpoint, though, things have 
just improved. Your goal is to know more about how the other person, and they’ve just offered 
information to update your model. That’s great! And from a complexity standpoint, they’ve just 
gotten more interesting. It turns out there is more depth to them than you knew, that they are 



more than just the nice, neat coating they showed you. That means more things to explore 
and discover, perhaps like a favorite book that you learn has more chapters than you thought. 
 
The second part of this involves self-honesty. Though most of this essay has focused on the 
ways that other people can break your nice, neat models, it pays to remember that you’re a 
person too. It’s important to ask if you’re modeling your own messiness. I think it can become 
easier to accept people as mixed-bag bundles when you start to see yourself as a mixed bag. 
Coming to terms with yourself as someone who simultaneously harbors a combination of 
strengths and vices isn’t necessary, but I think it helps a lot. 
 
When you’ve developed a way of looking at yourself that doesn’t shy away from the dark and 
messy bits, you hopefully develop a better intuition about it feels like to hold the entirety (or, 
more realistically, a more representative sample) of a person’s personality in mind. Then, 
perhaps it no longer seems strange when people open up, and our perfect surface-level model 
becomes messier because we’ve come to expect people to be an unruly collection of things. 
 
The end goal here is to develop your sense of “human-ness” such that you can anticipate, 
expect, and normalize the messiness that’s inherent in all of us. 

 
 
 
 






